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1 INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND 

The Local Competitiveness Facility (LCF) is a matched grant facility to support private business 

partnerships focusing on value chain integration. NGOs and Training and Vocational Centres 

(TVETs) can also be a partner under certain conditions.  

 

This chapter explains the objectives of LCF, the funding windows, the eligible partnerships, and 

eligibility and selection criteria.  

1.1 LCF Objectives 

The main purpose of LCF is to fund innovative economic partnerships projects to enhance pro-

poor local economic development (LED). 

 

The relevance of LCF lies in its ability to enhance pro-poor LED, which means that a pro-poor 

economic impact should be made in the Districts where LCF is implemented, so that jobs can 

be created, income can be increased and value can be added to the Districts’ economy. As such, 

the economic impact made, will contribute to an improved quality of life of the Districts’ 

citizens. 

 

The key principle of the LCF is to support market-led development, by providing a percentage 

of the project costs, on a competitive basis, to partnership groups. This is to ensure the creation 

of sustainable employment and to facilitate access to a private co-funding contribution to the 

implementation costs of the project. 

 

As stated above, the overall goal of LCF is creating economic impact. Specifically, this means: 

 A business benefitting from LCF should create extra jobs in the District 

 A business benefitting from LCF should increase salaries of existing jobs  

 A business benefitting from LCF should expand, adding extra value to the District 

economy (e.g. more local taxes, local sourcing of inputs, etc.) 

 

LCF should not only make an LED impact, but this impact should be ‘pro-poor’. This means: 

 A business benefitting from LCF should give specific attention to creating jobs for poor 

people  

 A business benefitting from LCF should redistribute profit that the company is making. 

Profit should not be paid out to shareholders, but should be redistributed by either 

increasing salaries of existing jobs (increasing income levels) or creating more jobs by 

expanding the business.  
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As creating jobs and increasing salaries of existing jobs is imperative to make economic impact, 

it is important that businesses receiving funding from LCF proof that they make or will make 

increased turnover and/or profit in the near future. 

 

The way to achieve LED results can be through different LED approaches, such as cluster 

development, skills development (TVET), sector development, value-chain development and 

others. In LCF, the preferred approach to achieve LED results is value chain development and 

skills development (TVET). 

 

To this end, the four objectives of LCF are as follows: 

1. LCF will fund innovative project ideas in the area of value chain development to mitigate 

cost and risk barriers that inhibit development of innovative private sector partnerships 

2. LCF will fund partnerships between micro, small, medium and large companies and/or 

cooperatives 

3. LCF will fund projects that will make a positive LED impact 

4. LCF will fund projects that make a real pro-poor impact 

 

The LCF will be implemented on a competitive basis to ensure that those interventions that are 

consistent with the development and strategic priorities, as well as with the objectives of the 

Districts, are prioritized. This will ensure that limited resources are used effectively to support 

sustainable growth of the District. 

 

Facilitation and technical assistance will be offered to support partnership groups to submit 

proposals of quality. 

1.2 Funding windows 

1.3 Projects to be supported by LCF through ECOREF program 

Enterprises in partnerships can apply for a matched grant with a value between RWF 4,000,000 

and 15,000,000 with an additional own funding contribution between 25 and 40% of the value 

of the matched grant, depending on size of the grant.   

Table 1 below indicates the grant ranges and corresponding own funding requirement: 

 

Size of own contribution (in Rwf) Size of grant (in Rwf) window 1 

1,000,000 – 1,875,000 (25%) 4,000,000 – 7,500,000 

2,250,000 – 3,000,000 (30%) 7,500,001 – 10,000,000 

3,500,000 – 4,375,000 (35%) 10,000,001 – 12,500,000 

5,000,000 – 6,000,000 (40%) 12,500,001 – 15,000,000  

 

Table 1: Examples of sizes of matched grant and own-funding requirement 
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Eligibility criteria for partnerships to be able to apply to the fund 

 A partnership of two or more entities can apply; 

 Applicant company (who signs the contract with District) has to be formal1 other 

partners can be informal; 

 Start-up companies (<3years established) cannot be the applicant company but can be 

part of a partnership; 

 Companies owned by a refugee (based anywhere in the country) can apply as part of a 

partnership with a company based in Kirehe, Gisagara, Nyamagabe or Huye; 

 The fund is designed to help smaller enterprises. Formal companies with an annual 

turnover higher than 150,000,000 Rwf may not apply. In addition, companies that show 

themselves during the selection process to be financially strong enough to qualify for 

commercial financing could also be disqualified from the competition.   

 The company (ies) applying should meet the own-funding requirement (between 25 and 

40%) in cash or cash/in-kind. 50% of the own-funding requirement should be in cash. 

In-kind contributions can include land, buildings or equipment; 

 Each partnership must be able to provide a commercial bank or insurance guarantee 

(premium to be paid by the companies themselves). 

 

The following selection criteria will be added to ensure compliance with GIZ’s objectives in 

terms of job creation for youth: 

 Applicant companies owned by youth (<30 years), women or refugees can earn bonus 

points in the selection process; 

 Partnerships which include partners that are owned and/or managed by a person with 

refugee status will be awarded bonus points in the selection process; (Under ECOREF 

funded window) 

 New jobs that will be created in companies due to receiving the grant should be filled 

by at least 50% youth (<30 years); at least 40% by women; at least 20% by refugees from 

the camps in Gisagara, Nyamagabe and Kirehe; and at least 20% by long-term residents 

of the host districts; 

 Companies should be open to receive an apprentice (to absorb students from dual 

learning programme or industrial attachment); 

 Companies that partner with a TVET school to employ/ provide apprenticeships to 

students in their companies receive bonus points in the selection process; 

 Companies that underwent training in entrepreneurship (and related business 

development services) are eligible for bonus points if the training was given by a 

recognised training institution; the training took at least 5 days; and a certificate of 

training attended can be provided. 

 

                                                           
1 A formal enterprise is a company registered at the Rwanda Development Board or a cooperative registered 
with the Rwanda Cooperative Agency. A Non-Governmental Organisation registered with the Rwanda 
Governance Board may also be the lead applicant. 
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Geographical focus (ECOREF Program)  

The call for proposals will only be for companies that are based in Kirehe, Nyamagabe, Huye 

or Gisagara. However, companies owned by a refugee, based outside of these 4 districts, can 

also apply, however only in partnership with a company of above mentioned 4 districts and if 

the main value addition of the project applied for will be in the 4 eligible districts. 

 

(Refugees in any part of the country should be given the opportunity to benefit from LCF, 

however, with the major value addition of the project being in districts where there are many 

refugees and camps such as Kirehe, Nyamagabe and Gisagara. Huye is also added as a target 

district due to the high number of registered refugees there according to UNHCR data.) 
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1.4 Projects to be supported by LCF through SI Jobs 

Partnerships can apply for a matched grant depending on the type of company, being micro, 

small or medium size. Larger companies, or companies with an annual turnover of more than 

RWF 150,000,000 are not eligible as they can find finance on the commercial finance markets. 

Companies applying in partnership will gain bonus points in the selection process. 

Window 1: informal2, micro3 companies Window 2: formal, small and medium 

companies 

-The value of the grant will be between 

4,000,000 and RWF 15,000,000 depending on 

the contribution of own funding (see below 

table) 

-The value of the grant will be between RWF 

16,000,000 and RWF 30,000,000 depending on 

the contribution of own funding (see below 

table) 

-A partnership of at least 1 formal and 2 

informal companies (more companies is 

allowed) 

-A partnership of at least 2 formal companies 

(more companies is allowed) 

-Start-up companies (<3 year) are eligible to 

apply 

-Start-up companies (<3 year) are eligible to 

apply 

-All companies  in the partnership should be 

micro having between 1 and 3 employees 

-All companies in the partnership should be 

small or medium  

-The companies applying should meet the own-

funding requirement (between 25% and 40%) 

in cash or cash/in-kind. 50% of the own-funding 

requirement should be in cash. In-kind can be 

land, buildings or equipment in the name of the 

companies applying 

-The companies applying should meet the own-

funding requirement (between 25% and 40%) 

in cash or cash/in-kind. 50% of the own-funding 

requirement should be in cash. In-kind can be 

land, buildings or equipment in the name of the 

companies applying (cash contributions can be 

made in installments before each instalment 

from LCF) 

-Partnership to be able to provide a commercial 

bank or insurance guarantee (premium to be 

paid by the companies in the partnership 

themselves) 

-Partnership to be able to provide a 

commercial bank or insurance guarantee 

(premium to be paid by the companies in the 

partnership themselves) 

Table 1: Window 1 and window 2 value and eligibility criteria 

 

  

                                                           
2 An informal company is not registered with RDB and does not submit taxes to RRA 
3 

Size of Enterprise Net capital investments (M Rwf) 
 

Annual Turnover (M Rwf) Number of Employees 

Micro Enterprises    1 to 3  

Small Enterprises  0.5 to 15  0.3 to 12  4 to 30  

Medium Enterprises  15 to 75   12 to 50  31 to 100  
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The size of the own-funding contribution as well as size of grant is as per below table for 

window 1: 

 

Size of own contribution (in Rwf) Size of grant (in Rwf) window 1 

1,000,000 – 1,875,000 (25%) 4,000,000 – 7,500,000 

2,250,000 – 3,000,000 (30%) 7,500,001 – 10,000,000 

3,500,000 – 4,375,000 (35%) 10,000,001 – 12,500,000 

5,000,000 – 6,000,000 (40%) 12,500,001 – 15,000,000  

 

Table 2: size of matched grant and own-funding requirement for window 1 

 

The size of the own-funding contribution is as per below table for window 2: 

 

Size of own contribution (in Rwf) Size of grant (in Rwf) window 2 

4,000,000 – 4,875,000 (25%) 16,000,000 – 19,500,000 

5,850,000 – 6,900,000 (30%) 19,500,001 – 23,000,000 

8,050,000 – 9,275,000 (35%) 23,000,001 – 26,500,000 

10,600,000 – 12,000,000 (40%) 26,500,001 – 30,000,000  

 

Table 3: size of matched grant and own-funding requirement for window 2 

 

The following selection criteria will be added to ensure compliance with GIZ’s objectives in 

terms of job creation: 

 Applicant companies owned by youth (<30 years) and/or women can earn bonus 

points in the selection process; 

 New jobs that will be created in companies due to receiving the grant should be filled 

by at least 50% women and 40% youth (<30 years); 

 

Geographical focus 

Companies will only be able to participate in the call for proposals if they are based in one of 

the eight districts that have been chosen to benefit from the funding made available by SI 

Jobs.  

 

The below table gives an overview of the districts to benefit from the funding provided by SI 

Jobs. 

Northern province Eastern province Southern province Western province 

Rulindo  

Burera 

Gatsibo  

Kirehe 

Huye 

Nyamagabe 

Nyamasheke  

Karongi 

LODA and the District Authorities of each district will work together for the implementation of 

the LCF facility, during the selection process, the disbursement of funds, the monitoring and 

evaluation of the project and other accompanying measures. 
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Companies applying to LCF that have received LCF grant fund in the past are not eligible. 

1.5 Eligibility and selection criteria 

The following criteria are applicable during the respective application stages: 

Selection criteria for expression of interest Selection criteria for full proposal 

 Administrative compliance (all requested 

documents submitted, signed and valid) 

 Eligibility of applicant and partners (including 

consideration of criteria in Section 1.3 and 1.4) 

 Eligibility of partnership  

 Impact of proposed project on local economic 

development 

 Potential for extra jobs to be created by 

companies involved in the project, including for 

poor people and women, especially off-farm 

jobs 

 Potential for increased salaries for existing staff 

in companies involved in the project 

 Market access created for micro and small 

companies/cooperatives 

 Alignment with District LED Strategy and/or 

District Development Plan 

 Partners institutional capacity; 

 Win-win objective for all partners involved; 

 Participation and ownership of all partners 

involved 

 Own-funding available as per requirements 

 Involvement of TVET Centre 

 Contribution to innovation 

 Focus of the project on value chain 

development 

 Administrative compliance (all requested 

documents submitted, signed and valid) 

 Appropriate activity schedule to implement 

the proposed project 

 Project contribution to the profitability of 

the companies involved in the partnership 

 Appropriate technical and organizational 

capacity of partnership members to 

implement the project  

 Financial viability of the project including 

cost benefit ratio, profitability ratio, return 

on investment 

 Sustainability of the businesses part of the 

partnership group 

 Quality of market analysis in terms of 

pricing strategy, competition and growth 

potential (only for window 2) 

 Adequate risk identification and measures 

for risk management (only for window 2) 

 

Table 3: Selection criteria 

 

The LCF will fund the following priority sectors: 

 

Targeted value chains for ECOREF 

The below proposal refines the value chains selected in the selected phase based on the 

priorities given in the Future Drivers of Growth report and the Made in Rwanda Policy as well 

as specific value chains that could contribute more to job creation and in which TVET students 

received training from GIZ: 
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Garments and leather (handcraft) 

Garments and leather fall under the ‘light manufacturing sector’ which is acknowledged as a 

catalyst for economic development and regional integration. It is labor-intensive, does not 

require huge capital investment and is a product that is demanded locally, regionally and 

internationally. The Government of Rwanda has also abandoned second-hand clothing and put 

in place high import taxes to give space for a local garment sector to develop without unfair 

outside competition. 

 

Agro-processing in dairy, meat/fish, Irish potato, soy beans, sugar, milling products, fruit, 

coffee and high-end products like essential oils, silk, stevia, macadamia nuts. In additon, 

Banana4 in Gisagara; wheat, tea and potato in Nyamagabe; and pineapple in Kirehe. 

The value chains mentioned are recommended by the Made in Rwanda policy as the agro value 

chains with the largest potential for growth and export. 

 

Construction materials including wood, bamboo, metallic, cement, ceramics, clay and 

quarrying (stone) materials 

The Made in Rwanda policy wants to promote the production of local construction materials to 

reduce imports, make buildings more environmentally sound and create local jobs using local 

raw materials. 

 

Beauty/Cosmetics: hair dressing, make-up, pedicure/manicure, massage including 

manufacture of beauty products in Rwanda (e.g. soap, shampoo, body cream…) 

This value chain is added to absorb TVET students trained by GIZ. 

 

Tourism: Good and services that promote tourism in the areas including tour guide packages, 

hospitality, tourist activities etc. 

 

Targeted value chains for SI Jobs 

The three first targeted value chains are the ones suggested by GIZ. The fourth and fifth 

proposed value chains are the ones that are most hit by the Covid-19 crisis (as per Cabinet 

approved report) and need support to recover: 

1. Tourism  

2. Forestry and wood  

3. Audiovisual sector  

4. Manufacturing: textile, garments, leather, construction materials, arts and crafts, 

food, drinks, wood and metal furnitures 

5. Transport Services: distribution of goods  
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6. Beauty/Cosmetics: Manufacture of beauty products in Rwanda (e.g. soap, shampoo, 

body cream…) and hair dressing, make-up, pedicure/manicure, massage 
 

The Local Competitiveness Facility will adhere to the following regulations for exclusion from 

funding: 

Exclusions related to the project and/or the applicants 

 Project, financially not viable. 

 Individual companies cannot be supported (only companies forming a partnership can 

apply). 

 Partnership groups can only apply for one project per call for proposals and only in one 

of the funding windows. 

 A company / cooperative can only be part of 1 partnership proposal 

 Parastatals, non-governmental organizations/not-for-profit organizations and public 

sector organizations are not eligible, with the exception of NGOs, which can apply under 

funding window 1 and the ECOREF window, and TVET centers (both private and public), 

which can be part of a partnership both under all windows.  

 NGOs can be part of maximum two different partnerships 

 Officials of State, both office bearers and employees of government institutions and 

entities, are excluded from benefitting from supported projects and may not be part of 

any of the entities forming the partnership group. 

 An individual can belong to only one entity within a partnership group. 

 Companies that are not registered in Rwanda at RDB, cannot be part of the partnership 

group that applies to LCF under SI Jobs window 2. 

 The fund is designed to help smaller enterprises. Formal companies with an annual 

turnover higher than 150,000,000 Rwf may not apply. In addition, companies that 

show themselves during the selection process to be financially strong enough to 

qualify for commercial financing could also be disqualified from the competition.   

 

 

Exclusions related to the type of economic activities 

 Projects involving the purchase and resale of goods without value-adding activity, 

cannot be supported (i.e. LCF will not fund retail trading activities and wholesale sales). 

 Primary sector of the economy that extracts or harvests produce from earth, such as 

agriculture, mining, forestry, farming, grazing, fishing and quarrying, cannot be 

supported. A company active in the primary sector can be part of the partnership but 

the jobs to be created have to be mainly off-farm. 

 

Other exclusions 

 Only projects in the selected Districts will be funded. However, an applicant can 

associate with a partner from other districts provided that the main project site and 

office is within the applicant’s district and the value addition of the project is taking 
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place in one of the LCF selected Districts 

 Projects that are already wholly or partly funded by another organ of State or donor 

 Projects that require funding for the bailout or rescue of distressed companies 

 Any project that does not lie within one of the specified funding windows 

 The own-funding requirement cannot be paid with other grant/donor money and 

should hence be paid by the project partners involved 

1.6 LCF contracting framework 

The Local Competitiveness Facility is governed by the below contract arrangement: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: LCF contracting framework 

2 GOVERNANCE of LCF 

The governance structure of LCF has been developed to allow oversight of LCF by the 

Government of Rwanda and Development Partners’.  The majority of day-to-day fund 

management will be conducted by the LCF Secretariat, both at LODA and District level, while 

institutional arrangements will provide adequate oversight, transparency and accountability. 

 

Six different bodies of governance will be responsible to provide this adequate oversight, 

transparency and accountability of the funds: 

1. LCF Technical Committee 

2. LCF Investment Committee 

3. LCF Secretariat at LODA level 

4. LCF Secretariat at District level 

5. Evaluation Committee at District level  

6. Project Committee at the level of the project 

The figure below visualizes the LCF governance and management. The role of the different 

governing entities and the relationships between them, are explained beneath the figure. 

 

Finance 

Agreement 

between GIZ & 

LODA 

MoU between 

LODA and 

District 

Contract agreement 

between District 

and beneficiary 

company 

Partnership 

agreement 

between partners  
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Figure 2: Governance structure  

Legend on the colors used: 

 Yellow arrows: oversight relationship between the respective bodies  

 Light green arrows: process of evaluation of project proposals (from applicants to the 

District Evaluation Committee, to the LCF Secretariat, to external evaluators, to the 

Investment Committee)  

 White arrows: contractual relationship between beneficiaries, the Districts, LODA and 

GIZ 

 Dark green arrows: reporting relationships: beneficiaries to the LCF Secretariat; the LCF 

Secretariat to LODA Board of Directors and GIZ 

2.1 LCF Technical Committee  

(In the figure: Light brown color with yellow arrows) 

Objectives: The LCF Technical Committee plays an advisory role. As LCF is a selected project, 

there is a need for a consultative body to advise LODA and GIZ on operational documents, 

management set-up, progress against objectives, etc. The Technical Committee has the specific 

purpose of ensuring that all documents to be used in the implementation of LCF, are available 

and aligned with the LCF’s objectives.  Once LCF is launched, the role of the Technical 

Committee is to monitor progress of the LCF, review documents, discuss challenges if any and 

provide advice to LODA and GIZ. 

Members: the membership of the Technical Committeeis as follows: 

POSITION INSTITUTION CATEGORY OF MEMBERSHIP 

Division Manager LED LODA Vice Chair  
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Executive Secretaries selected Districts Members 

PSF representative PSF Member  

External consultant consultancy firm Member 

NEP/WDA Coordinator NEP/WDA Member 

Table: Members of LCF Technical Committee 

 

Planning and reporting: The LCF Technical Committee will meet at the request of LODA 

management to review the progress of the implementation of the LCF, in order to identify any 

challenges that can hamper the progress of the LCF and take necessary measures. The LCF 

Technical Committee will report back to LODA management, GIZ and others as required.  

 

The chair is responsible for calling the meetings in a timely fashion, as well as for preparation 

and dissemination of the agenda, and timely distribution of minutes and related documents to 

all members of the Technical Committee.  

Roles and Responsibilities: The role of the LCF Technical Committee will include, but is not 

limited to: 

 Approving reports on assessment of the feasibility of establishing LCF in selected 

districts in Rwanda; 

 Reviewing the operational manual for LCF, before it is approved by the Steering 

Committee; 

 Approving the LCF strategic design document; 

 Approving selection and evaluation criteria for projects to be funded by LCF; 

 Approving the LCF financing windows; 

 Reviewing any other documents related to the implementation of LCF; 

 Reviewing any major changes in the operational manual for LCF; 

 Monitoring implementation of LCF targets and indicators, as set in the M&E framework 

for LCF (part of the LCF operational manual), in order to determine the impact and 

achievements of LCF; 

 Monitoring and ensuring follow up of the implementation of LCF at the request of LODA 

management or GIZ;  

 Organizing regular LCF reviews to discuss forward- and backward-looking progress. 

 

Decision making: Recommendations to LODA and GIZ will be taken by consensus. If there is a 

technical decision to be taken based on current evidence, this decision shall be accompanied 

by references used to take the decision. Every decision shall be accompanied by a clear 

indication of the person responsible for follow-up, and a timeline. 
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2.2 LCF Investment Committee  

Objectives: the LCF Investment Committee has the specific purpose of ensuring that approved 

projects are fully aligned with the LCF objectives, as well as with the selection and evaluation 

criteria. Thus, the role of the LCF Investment Committee is to approve funding allocated to 

partnership groups, provide oversight, and ensure transparency and accountability. It is the 

ultimate decision-making body in terms of LCF fund distribution.  

 

Members: The Investment Committee will comprise 2 types of members: core members and 

non-core members. Note that non-core members can be added to the Investment Committee 

only when deemed relevant and as per the decision of the LCF Manager. The table below sets 

out the representatives and their type of membership: 

POSITION INSTITUTION FUNCTION/CATEGORY OF MEMBERSHIP 

Representative LODA Chair 

Representative SI Jobs Programme (GIZ) Core Member (non-voting) 

Representative  ECOREF Programme (GIZ) Core Member (non-voting) 

Representative PSF Core-member 

Representative  MINICOM Core-member 

Representative MINEMA Core-member 

Executive Secretaries Selected Districts Core-members 

Fund Manager LCF LODA Secretariat (non-voting)/Core-member 

Representative MINECOFIN Non-core member 

Representative RDB  Non-core member 

Representative MINAGRI Non-core member 

Representative WDA Non-core member 

Representative NEP Non-core member 

Representative NIRDA Non-core member 

Table 5: Members of LCF Investment Committee 

 

Planning and reporting: The LCF Investment Committee meets when required. The Committee 

will align its meeting agenda with the schedule of the evaluation of projects.  The chair will call 

a meeting at the advice of the LCF Manager. The LCF Manager is responsible for the preparation 

and dissemination of the agenda, and ensures timely distribution of minutes and related 

documents to all members of the Investment Committee. During the meeting of the IC in which 

decisions on final funding are made, the LCF Manager should also present a report on the recent 

call for proposals. All core members are expected to participate in each evaluation meeting. 

Non-core members will be invited when proposals are discussed within the sphere of their 

expertise (e.g. when agricultural proposals will be evaluated, MINAGRI will be invited). 

 

Roles and Responsibilities: The terms of reference for the LCF Investment Committee will 

include, but are not limited to: 
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 Non-objection of fund allocation to projects, based on the recommendations of the LCF 

Secretariat, the District Evaluation Committee, external consultants and reports from 

the due diligence process; 

 Approving reallocations within the LCF financing windows, in line with funding 

regulations and conditions that are proposed by the LCF Technical Committee; 

 Assessment and review of progress of LCF supported project implementation, including 

coordination with Joint Sector Review (JSR) exercises. 

 To check whether the evaluation process has been conducted in a correct manner 

(approval of report on call presented by LCF Manager)  

 

Decision making: Decisions will be taken by consensus, and at least 6 core members should be 

present when approvals are made. Of these 6 core-members, the Chair or Co-chair should be 

present, as well as the LODA and GIZ representative. If there is a technical decision to be taken 

based on current evidence, this decision shall be accompanied by references used to take the 

decision. Every decision shall be accompanied by a clear indication of the person/institution 

responsible for follow-up, and a timeline. 

Minutes of the IC meeting should contain the following items:  

- Approval of the evaluation process: cfr report on each call for proposals to be 

presented to the committee  

- State the decision on the projects that will be financed by LCF  

- Declaration of non-conflict of interest (Code of Ethics of LCF to be signed by all 

members) 

2.3 LCF Secretariat at LODA level 

Objectives: The objective of the LCF Secretariat within LODA is to operationalize and manage 

day-to-day activities of the LCF. The LODA LCF Secretariat has the overall coordination 

responsibility of LCF, and the District LCF Secretariats report to LODA. The LCF Manager is the 

overall coordinator of the LCF Secretariats (both at LODA and District level). 

 

Members: The LODA LCF Secretariat team that will coordinate and facilitate all activities of LCF, 

is composed of the LCF Manager and 4 Business Development Specialists, the LODA LED 

Division Manager and other LODA LED permanent staff.  

 

Planning and Reporting: The LODA LCF Secretariat will be responsible for reporting to the 

Division Manager LED, LODA Board of Directors, and the LCF Technical Committee, on the 

progress of the implementation of the LCF funds. The District LCF Secretariats in turn will report 

to the LODA LCF Secretariat. 

 

Roles and Responsibilities: The LCF secretariat at LODA level shall be responsible for the 

following tasks: 
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 To provide strategic, management and capacity building support to the selected 

Districts in order for them to engage with private sector, partnership-based LED 

initiatives, with specific reference to Local Competitiveness Facility in these selected 

Districts; 

 To create maximum awareness of the LCF fund in the selected Districts, through regular 

meetings and presentations with relevant organizations and district coordinating 

structures, in order to clearly communicate the objectives, procedure and approval 

systems for LCF partnership applications; 

 To provide ongoing advice and support to potential applicant partnership groups during 

the LCF application process, in order to ensure that applications are relevant, of high 

quality, aligned to the objectives, and compliant with the administrative and technical 

requirements of the LCF; 

 To provide capacity building support to successful partnership groups, in order for them 

to adopt proper project cycle management, procurement and financial systems, so that 

these meet the requirements of the LCF matched grants;  

 To provide a monitoring, oversight and risk management function to the contracted 

partnerships and the LCF; 

 To provide reports to and undertake activities as required by LODA management and 

GIZ; 

 To conduct the administrative compliance review of submitted expressions of interest; 

 To conduct cross-checks on quality for technical evaluation on submitted expression of 

interest 

 To conduct the administrative compliance review of submitted full project proposals; 

 To recruit and manage external evaluation consultants; 

 To conduct cross-checks on quality for technical evaluation on full proposals and due 

diligence by external consultants  

 To take part in consultant technical evaluation of due diligence  

 To ensure the LCF is managed through the MEIS system and District staff is capable of 

using the MEIS system for LCF; 

 To report on a regular basis to the LCF Technical Committee and the Steering 

Committee; 

 To convene and organize LCF Investment Committee meetings  

 To monitor the release of tranche payments on satisfactory completion of project 

milestones (LCF Manager);  

 To take part in Project Steering Committee meetings  

 To administer calls for proposals  

 

Decision making: The LCF Manager has the overall responsibility for LCF, and will take 

management decisions in close collaboration with LODA management. 
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2.4 District Evaluation Committee  

Objectives: The objective of the District Evaluation Committee is to perform a technical 

evaluation of the expressions of interest submitted by the applicants.   

Members: The District Evaluation Committee will be composed of the following 

representatives: 

POSITION INSTITUTION CATEGORY OF MEMBERSHIP 

Vice mayor in charge of Economic Affairs District Chair  

Representative of JADF District Vice-chair 

Youth Council Representative  District Member 

Private Sector Representative District  Member 

Women Council Representative District Member 

MINEMA representative MINEMA Member 

Director of Agriculture District Member  

Professional in charge of cooperatives District Member 

BDEU Director  District Secretary with no voting power 

Table 6: Members of District Evaluation Committee 

 

Planning and Reporting: The District Evaluation Committee will report to the LCF Manager and 

the Executive Secretary of the District. After evaluation has been completed, the District will 

send the list of all evaluated projects, signed by the Chair of the District LCF Investment 

Committee, to LODA. 

 

Roles and responsibilities: The terms of reference of the District Evaluation Committee include, 

but are not limited to: 

 Technical evaluation of expressions of interest as per the evaluation grid; 

 Recommend to the LCF Manager projects to proceed to the full application stage 

(evaluations will be recorded in the MEIS system; a report will be submitted in hard copy 

to the LCF Manager).  

 

Decision making: Decisions are made by consensus. At least out of 7 members with voting 

power should be present when expressions of interest are evaluated.  

2.5 LCF Secretariat at District level  

Objectives: The objective of the LCF Secretariat at District level is to operationalize and manage 

day-to-day activities of LCF. The team will coordinate all activities related to LCF 

implementation. The LCF Secretariat will be based in the Business Development and 

Employment Unit (BDEU). 
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Members: The LCF Secretariat at District level will be composed of the following 

representatives: 

POSITION INSTITUTION CATEGORY OF MEMBERSHIP 

Business Development Unit Director District  Chair 

LED Advisor/Area Manager LODA Member  

Business Development Unit SME Coordinator District  Member  

Other BDE Unit staff  District Member 

Table 7: Members LCF Secretariat District 

 

Planning and Reporting: The LCF Secretariat at District level will be responsible for reporting to 

the Executive Secretary of the District and the LCF Secretariat at LODA level, through the LCF 

MEIS system. 

 

Roles and Responsibilities: The LCF Secretariat at District level is responsible for the following 

tasks:  

 Capture all information in the MEIS LCF system; 

 Administer call for proposals (both expression of interest and full proposal stage); 

 Assist applicants with uploading application forms to the MEIS LCF system;  

 Create maximum awareness of the LCF fund in the District, through regular meetings 

with and presentations for relevant organizations and District coordinating structures, 

in order to clearly communicate the objectives, procedure and approval systems for LCF 

partnership applications; 

 Provide ongoing advice and support to potential applicant partnership groups during 

the LCF application process, in order to ensure that applications are relevant, of high 

quality, aligned to the objectives, and compliant with the administrative and technical 

requirements of the LCF; 

 Provide a monitoring, oversight and risk management function to the contracted 

partnerships and the LCF; 

Provide continuous technical capacity building to the contracted LCF beneficiary projects 

 Take part in Project Steering Committee meetings (BDEU staff + LED Advisor). 

 

Decision making: The BDEU Director has the overall responsibility for the LCF Secretariat at 

District level. He/She will work closely together with the LCF Manager, the LED Division 

Manager from LODA and management of the District. 
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2.6 Project Committee at the level of beneficiary Project  

Objectives: With the purpose of ensuring proper management and regular follow-up of the 

project, a Project Steering Committee at the level of the beneficiary project will have to be 

created.  

Members: The Project Steering Committee will be composed of the following representatives: 

POSITION  INSTITUTION CATEGORY OF MEMBERSHIP 

Representative of applicant company Company Member 

Representative from partner 1  Company Member 

Representative from partner 2 Company Member 

Staff member of BDEU Unit District Member  

LED Advisor/Area Manager LODA Member 

Table 8: Members of project committee 

 

Planning and reporting: The Project Steering Committee will meet once every quarter to review 

the progress of the implementation of the project funded by LCF, in order to identify any 

challenges that can hamper the progress of the project and take necessary measures. 

 

Roles and Responsibilities: The terms of reference of the Project Steering Committee at the 

level of beneficiary will include, but is not limited to: 

 Follow up, on regular basis, of the implementation of the project; 

 Review progress reports (both technical and financial); 

 Provide a monitoring, oversight and risk management function for the project. 

 

Decision making: Decisions will be taken by consensus. The applicant company and all partners 

need to be present in order to take valid decisions. 

2.7 Summary of roles of different stakeholders 

Below an overview is given for every actor taking part in the evaluation of LCF applications, and 

the continuous monitoring and evaluation of the selected projects.  

 

 

ROLES DURING EVALUATION PHASE  

LCF Manager  

 

 

- Access to all documents in MEIS (expressions of interest + full 

proposals)  

- Overall coordination of evaluation in MEIS  

- Administrative compliance during expression of interest for 

project proposals in MEIS  

- Final result (accept/reject) during expression of interest for 

project proposals in MEIS  
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- Administrative compliance during full application for project 

proposals in MEIS  

- Final result (accept/reject) during full application for project 

proposals in MEIS  

- Overall coordination during due diligence of following 

aspects:  

 Legal and governance  Financial management 

 Procurement and audit  Human resources 

 Project performance   Overall readiness 

 Organizational 

capacity/sustainability 

 

- Final result (accept/reject) during due diligence for project 

proposals in MEIS 

Evaluators district  

= Members of the 

District Evaluation 

Committee 

- Access to all documents in MEIS during expression of interest   

- Technical compliance during expression of interest for 

project proposals in MEIS  

- Cannot decide on final result for technical compliance during 

expression of interest  

Authority district  

= Vice-mayor in charge 

of Economic 

Affairs/Chair of District 

Evaluation Committee 

- Access to all documents in MEIS during expression of interest  

- Technical compliance during expression of interest for 

project proposals in MEIS  

- Final result (accept/reject) of technical compliance during 

expression of interest for project proposals in MEIS  

BDEU Director district  - Final result (accept/reject) of due diligence aspects at district 

level for project proposals in MEIS  

- Overall coordination during due diligence at district level of 

following aspects:  

 Legal and governance  Financial management 

 Procurement and audit  Human resources 

 Project performance   Overall readiness 

 Organizational 

capacity/sustainability 

 

 

 

Consultant  - Access to all documents in MEIS (expressions of interest + full 

proposals)  

- Technical compliance during full application for project 

proposals in MEIS  

- Final result (accept/reject) for technical compliance during 

full application for project proposals in MEIS  

- Evaluation of due diligence for following aspects:  

 Commercial viability 

 In-kind contribution 
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Members LCF 

Investment 

Committee 

- Access to all documents and results (expressions of interest + 

full proposals + due diligence) in MEIS  

Authority Investment 

Committee 

= Chair investment 

committee 

- Access to all documents and results (expressions of interest + 

full proposals + due diligence) in MEIS  

- Final result (accept/reject) of proposals in MEIS which passed 

expression of interest, full application and due diligence 

stage  

Table 9: Roles during evaluation phase 

 

ROLES IN MONITORING AND EVALUATION  

LCF Manager  - Overall coordination and follow-up of monitoring and 

evaluation aspects in MEIS  

- Evaluation of quarterly report from LCF District Secretariat 

to LCF LODA Secretariat in MEIS 

- Final result (accept/reject) of quarterly report from LCF 

District Secretariat to LCF LODA Secretariat in MEIS 

- Every six months: preparation of monitoring and evaluation 

report for LODA and GIZ management,   

BDEU Director district - Evaluation of quarterly reports of beneficiary projects 

(including change requests if applicable) in MEIS  

- Final result (accept/reject) of quarterly reports and change 

requests (if applicable) of beneficiary projects in MEIS 

- Evaluation of disbursement requests from beneficiary 

projects in MEIS  

- Final result (accept/reject) of disbursement requests from 

beneficiary projects in MEIS   

Executive secretary 

district  

- Final approval of disbursement requests from beneficiary 

projects, in writing 

Table 10: Roles in monitoring and evaluation 

 

Logistics for District staff to follow up companies (transport to follow up on companies) 

LODA and the LCF selected Districts - will receive a facilitation fee from GIZ to implement the 

LCF. The allocation to the districts is based on 1) number of projects in a districts (weight 40%), 

2) geographical coverage-administrative sectors (weight 40%) and 3) value of projects (weight 

20%). 

For which expenditure can the facilitation fee be used in the Districts? 

The facilitation fee can be used by LCF selected Districts to pay for expenses related to LCF 

implementation and management. These expenses could be: 
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 Transport fees for BDEU staff in order to visit project beneficiaries for monitoring and 

evaluation (meetings, site visit, spot checks) and other LCF meetings in and outside of 

the District; 

 Per diem for BDEU staff when visiting project beneficiaries for monitoring and 

evaluation (meetings, site visit, spot checks) and other LCF meetings in and outside of 

the District; 

 Transport and per diem for members of the District Evaluation Committee to attend 

evaluation meetings; 

 Expenses related to organization of meetings for project beneficiaries and District 

Evaluation Committee meetings (transport and per diems); 

The District can allocate the faciltation fee to the above items at its own discretion, being aware 

however of the fact that the selected phase of LCF continues up to September 2022, and funds 

should be available for monitoring visits until that time. 

 

For what can the facilitation fee be used by LODA? 

The facilitation fee can be used by LODA to pay for expenses related to LCF implementation 

and management. These expenses could be: 

 Transport fees for LODA LCF staff in order to visit project beneficiaries for monitoring 

and evaluation (meetings, site visit, spot checks); 

 Per diem for LODA LCF staff when visiting project beneficiaries for monitoring and 

evaluation (meetings, site visit, spot checks); 

 Reproducing LCF promotional materials  

 Venue and catering for LCF workshops 

 

When will the facilitation fee be paid out? 

The facilitation fee will be paid out to the Districts each quarter based on forecasted 

requirements. This will commence when the grant agreement between LODA and GIZ is 

signed.  Each LCF Selected District and LODA should include the facilitation fee in their 

annual budget and plan. 

2.8 Code of Conduct 

2.8.1 Purpose 

To ensure that LCF grants are allocated in an ethical and objective manner, according to the 

criteria elaborated in the LCF design document and operational manual, each person involved 

in the management and decision-making related to LCF should sign a Code of Ethics.  The 

Code of Ethics will guide the Investment Committee members, District Evaluation Committee 

members and all other staff members of LODA, GIZ and others involved in LCF. 
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2.8.2 Guiding values and conduct provisions 

The Code of Ethics is guided by the following values: Respect, Integrity, Commitment and 

Responsibility. 

The following conduct provisions apply: 

 Each member of the Investment Committee, District Evaluation Committee and staff of 

LODA/GIZ and others involved in LCF, will perform their task with integrity, rigour and 

responsibility. 

 Respect for each partnership group that applies to LCF. Each submission by an applicant 

will be given due consideration, and selection criteria will be objectively applied to all 

applications. 

 Non-discrimination of all applicants. Avoid any form of discriminatory or offending 

behaviour based on applicants’ race, colour, ancestry, ethnic origin, gender, sexual 

orientation, marital status, birth, age, wealth, religious, political or philosophical beliefs, 

current or future health status (HIV/AIDS), disability, language, trade union affiliation, 

physical or genetic characteristics, social background, pregnancy, childbirth or 

parenthood, refugee status.   

 Avoidance of real and perceived conflicts of interest. In relation to members of the 

Evaluation and Investment Committee, a conflict of interest can occur when a member 

of an applicant organisation is a relative, friend or a colleague from a member of the 

selection committee. The member of the Investment and Evaluation Committee will 

disclose to the Chair of the respective Committee and the Secretariat his/her 

relationship with an applicant at the time when the committee reviews and validates 

the short list. The committee will determine the way to address the issue.   

Staff members that know an applicant organisation, should also disclose this 

information to the Chair of the Committee and refrain from any influencing behaviour. 

 Gifts, facilitation payments and other advantages. Members of the Investment 

Committee and Evaluation Committee at District level, or staff members of LODA//GIZ 

involved in LCF, will under no circumstances receive gifts, facilitation payments or any 

other advantages from an applicant organisation. If an applicant tries to do so, the 

member of committee or staff member will disclose this information to the respective 

committee or LCF Manager. This will result in the applicant organisation being 

disqualified from further selection. 

 Use of information. All information related to the selection process will be 

transparently shared amongst the selection committees, LODA, and GIZ. All applicants 

will be informed as per the rules defined in the project management manual of LCF. 

 Disciplinary action. Anyone who will act against the above-mentioned conduct 

provisions, will be reported to their respective employer by the Chair and Co-chair of 

the respective committee for disciplinary sanctions. 
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3 STEPS FOR CALL FOR PROPOSALS 

This chapter provides information on the different steps of the call for proposals. The call for 
proposals for LCF will follow fourteen (1) steps, summarized in the figure 3 below, and the 
entire process will run for 92 calendar days. The timeline of certain steps can be revised during 
implementation if necessary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Responsibilities Documents 

LCF CALL 3  

1 
LODA secretariat +9  

Districts 
LCF Application Guideline  

+ Manual 

17 days 2 
Applicants companies +  

BDEU LCF Application Guideline  

3 

LCF Manager LCF Application Guideline  

4 
Technical  

Compliance 
District evaluation  

Committee LCF Application Guideline  

14 days 5 
LCF secretariat LCF Application Guideline  

16 days 6 
Applicant companies +  

BDEU LCF Application Guideline  

7 LCF Manager LCF Application Guideline  

9 days 
Technical  

Compliance 
External evaluation  

Consultants LCF Application Guideline  

4 days 8 
LCF Manager LCF Application Guideline  

13 days 9 
Fund Manager, Districts,  

LODA LCF Application Guideline  

7 days 10 
Investment committee LCF Implementation  

Manual 

2 days 11 LCF Manager LCF Application Guideline  

LCF IMPLEMENTATION 

10 days 12 District-BDEU LCF Implementation  
Manual 

13 

First Fund  
Disbursement (40%) 

LCF Funder manager LCF Implementation  
Manual 

Monitoring LCF Funder manager LCF Implementation  
Manual 

Reporting LCF Funder manager LCF Implementation  
Manual 

Second (40%) and  
Third (20%) Request  

For funds 
Applicant Company LCF Implementation  

Manual 

14 Audits External Auditors LCF Implementation  
Manual 

Fund Manager LCF Implementation  
Manual 

Due diligence 

Investment committee  
Decision-making 

Publish awarding decision  

Contracting 

LCF implementation 

Close out 

Administrative and  
Partnership  
Compliance 

Expression of Interest note   
Notification to applicants 

Submission of full application  
Document 

Evaluation of full application  
Document 

Administrative and  
Partnership  
Compliance 

Notification of the  
Provisional Results 

Time Steps 

Public call for Project  
Proposal 

Submission of Expression of  
Interest 

Questions and Answers 

Evaluation and approval of  
Expression of Interest 
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3.1 Step1: LCF call for project proposal 

Objective: The public call for proposals will be published on the LODA, LCF, GIZ and District 

websites and other popular media, for guidance to applicants and how to download the 

application pack. 

 

Please see chapter 9 on awareness creation campaign for detailed information on how 

awareness about LCF will be created. 

 

Documents: Guidelines for applicants and templates for application are separately available to 

applicants. As part of the awareness campaign, brochures, posters and other materials will be 

made available. Please see chapter 9 for more information. 

 

Deadline: The public call for proposal will set the deadline for receiving applications. 

3.2 Step 2: Submission of LCF Expression of Interest 

Objectives: The expression of interest is a short summary of the project concept, and it is the 

first step in the application process for support from LCF. This is intended to give the LCF 

Secretariat an overview of applicants’ project ideas, so that the technical evaluation can assess 

whether it conforms to the overall objective of the LCF. The specific purpose of the expression 

of interest is to provide sufficient information that will allow the District to evaluate the 

suitability and viability of the project proposal. 

 

Documents: The template for the expression of interest can be found in annex 1. They will be 

available on the LODA, LCF and District websites, or in hard copy at information meetings at 

District level or District offices. The applicants can complete the template in English or 

Kinyarwanda.  

 

Documents to be provided by the applicant are, besides the template, the following:  

  

 Registration certificate for company (RDB), cooperative (RCA) or NGO (RGB) of the 

applicant partner, TVET (WDA) 

 Registration certificate for company (RDB), cooperative (RCA), TVET (WDA) all other 

partners (not obliged for informal companies under window 1) 

 For each member, evidence document proving where the company is operating. Note 

that the applicant company should be operating in one of the selected Districts 

(Gakenke, Gisagara, Nyagatare, Rutsiro) 

 Signed ‘Partnership Agreement’ 

 

Supporting documents must be supplied as originals or certified copies of said originals.  
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The application for expression of interest shall be submitted online (www.lcf.rw). A prompt 

automated reply will be sent to the applicants confirming receipt of the expression of interest, 

and an expression of interest submission number will be provided.  

 

The expression of interest submission number is proof to the applicant that the application was 

submitted, and can be used in any further communication with the LCF Secretariat, both at 

District and LODA level. The expression of interest submission number will be automatically 

provided by the website, or by the LCF Manager. 

 

Application forms sent by any other means (e.g. by fax or by mail post) or through email will be 

rejected. 

 

Deadline: The deadline for submission of the expression of interest will be 17 days after launch 

of the call for proposals. 

3.3 Step 3: Question and answers 

Objectives: Starting from the launching of the LCF, interested applicants can ask questions 

about the fund application process and the design of the fund. As LCF is a public fund, full 

transparency is guaranteed to the public. 

 

Documents: All interested applicants should attend relevant information sessions on LCF at 

District and/or Sector level. During these information session, dates will be communicated of 

when desk support will be provided to potential LCF applicants. During these desk support 

sessions, questions can be asked.  If, after following an information session, there are still 

questions, these can be addressed to the LCF Secretariat by phone call on indicated numbers, 

or in writing through indicated e-mails. There is no specific format to fill. In any case, the 

requester should give his/her name and address, and indicate the specific relationship with the 

LCF.  

 

Responsible: It is the responsibility of the LCF Secretariat at both district and LODA level, to 

receive and respond to verbal and/or written questions.  The LCF Manager at LODA Secretariat 

level and the BDEU Director at District Secretariat level are responsible that all questions are 

answered adequately. 

 

Feedback: At information and desk support sessions, questions will be immediately answered. 

Emails are responded immediately by the receivers. Questions that could not be responded by 

the District Secretariat will be submitted to LODA Secretariat for further analysis. The LCF 

Manager will analyse these questions and will provide a response to the District. If required, 

http://www.lcf.rw/
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the Technical Committee could be consulted for fundamental questions which would affect the 

implementation of the LCF. 

 

Deadline: all questions will be answered within 5 calendar days. 

3.4 Step: Evaluation of LCF Expression of Interest 

Objectives: The project selection and evaluation will be based on the objectives of LCF, and the 

evaluation of the expression of interest will be conducted in two steps, as indicated in the table 

below. 

 

Deadline: Evaluation of expressions of interest will take 5 days. However, the evaluation period 

could be extended depending on the number of expressions of interest that will be submitted. 

 

Responsible: 

The submitted expressions of interest application forms will be evaluated as per the table 

below: 

What will be evaluated ? Who will evaluate ? 

Administrative and partnership compliance: 

Are the applicant organization and other partners eligible; is the 

applicant organization registered, is the partnership form eligible? 

etc. 

LCF Manager and BDSs 

 

Technical compliance: 

Evaluation of expression of interest according to the selection criteria 

as per evaluation grid below. 

District Evaluation 

Committee 

 

Table 11: Evaluation of expressions of interest 

 

The LCF Manager and BDSs will open all submissions and verify administrative compliance 

within 15 days after the closing date of submission of expressions of interest.  

 

The expressions of interest to be evaluated first of all have to comply with the administrative 

and partnership requirements. The LCF Manager will check the following:   

Documents  Administrative  Partnership  

For window 1:  Certificate of business or NGO registration of the 

applicant partner RDB certificate submitted + Certificate of TVET 

registration and formal partners (Only when applicable) Partner is 

informal, no registration certificate needed 

For window 2: Certificate of business registration or TVET 

registration of all partners  

   

Evidence document proves that applicant company locally operates 

in the District  
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Evidence document proves that partner company operates in 

District (only when partner is registered in the selected District) 
   

Evidence of refugee status for ECOREF fund    

A signed partnership agreement    

Filled expression of interest template    

Table 12: Administrative and partnership requirements expressions of interest 

 

An evaluation sheet will be available in the MEIS to assess this administrative and partnership 

compliance. Only those applications that meet the administrative and partnership 

requirements, will be technically evaluated. The District Evaluation Committee will sit for a 

number of days (depending on the amount of expressions of interest submitted) and evaluate 

the expressions of interest as per the selection criteria in the evaluation grid below. The 

evaluation sheets for each project will be completed in the MEIS.
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CRITERIA QUESTIONS ASSESSMENT 
MAX 

SCORE 

  TOTAL SCORE: 25 

OBJECTIVE 1: LED IMPACT  13 

 Potential for extra jobs to be 
created by companies involved 
in the project (Refugees, the 
youth, the poor and women), 
especially off-farm jobs 

Is there a clear objective for the project? Is this 
objective relevant to the development of the 
businesses in the partnership?  (question 2.2) 

0 = unclear objective statement / objective is not relevant to the 
development of the businesses 

1 

 Market access created for micro 
and small 
companies/cooperatives 

1= clear objective statement / objective is relevant to the 
development of the businesses in the partnership  

 Alignment with District LED 
Strategy (or DDP)  

What will be the expected results of the project? 
What is expected to be gained when implementing 
the project? What will each partner gain from the 

project ? (question 2.3) 

0 = the expected result does not contribute to LCF objectives 

1 
 Impact of proposed project on 

local economic development 
0.5 = the expected result does somehow contribute to LCF objectives 

 Potential for increased salaries 
for existing staff in companies 
involved in the project 

1 = the expected result does fully contribute to LCF objectives 

  

Is the project aligned with the LED strategy (or DDP) of 
the District? Why or why not: please describe your 

analysis in the remarks. (question 3.1 and 3.2) 

0= unclear/low alignment with the LED strategy/DDP 

2 1= medium alignment with LED strategy /DDP 

2=  clear alignment with the LED strategy/DDP 

Is there a clear explanation on whether the project 
will create additional value in the District? (question 

3.3, 3. and 3.5)  

0=  no clear explanation on additional value creation in the District 
provided/ or the information provided indicates no real value add to 
be created 

1 
0.5 = somewhat additional value will be created in the District 

1= there is a clear value addition to be created in the District  

Will extra jobs be created due to the project? 
(permanent and temporary) (question 3.6, 3.7) 

0= No extra jobs created 
2 

0.5= 1--> 7.5 extra jobs created 
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1= 8--> 15 extra jobs created 

1.5= 15,5 --> 22.5 extra jobs created 

2= 23--> 30 or more extra jobs created 

Are there off-farm jobs being created? (question 3.7) 

0= no extra off-farm jobs created  

2 
1= off-farm jobs are created, but less than half of the total amount of 
jobs to be created 

2= majority of jobs to be created are off-farm  

How will the project contribute to profit making for 
the companies which are part of the partnership 

applying for LCF? (question 3.8)  

0 = no clear explenation on how the profits will be increased / 
unrealistic explenation  

2 
1= clear explenations on how profits will be increased, but question 
on how realistic this is  

2= clear explenation on how profits will be increase, and realistic and 
feasible 

Will partnership members get access to NEW markets 
by being part of the project? If so, please state in 

remarks which members and which markets? 
(question 3.9) 

0= no additional market access 

2 1= additional market access for one of the partners 

2= additional market access for two or more partners  

OBJECTIVE 2: PARTNERSHIPS  6 

Partners to prove their institutional 
capacity to implement; Are the roles and responsibilities to implement the 

project equally distributed among the partners? Does 
everybody implement activities according to their 
own capabilities? (question 3.10 and partnership 

agreement) 

0= given the different capacities, responsabilities are not equally 
divided among partners 

1 
Demonstrate a win-win objective 

for all partners involved; 
0.5= given the different capacities, responsabilities are to some 
extent divided among partners 

Participation and ownership of all 
partners involved 

1= given the different capacities, responsabilities are equally divided 
among partners 

Own-funding available as per 
requirements How will each of them gain from being part of the 

partnership group? (analyse question 3.5, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 
3.10, 3.11, 3.12) 

0= none of the partners gains much from the partnership 

1 
Involvement of TVET Centre 0.5= one or more of the partners gains from the partnership 

 1= all partners gain from being in the partnership  

  0= clear lack of experiences + lack of mitigation measures  2 
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Do the partners have the right capacity and 
experience to implement the project? If not, are there 

mitigation measures foreseen? Please state in 
comments which lack of experience is identified and 

how this will be resolved. (question 3.11) 

0.5= some experience are there but no capacity building foreseen 

1= some experiences are there and capacity building foreseen to 
build missing experience  

1.5= Experiences are there mostly; no extra capacity building 
foreseen 

2= experiences are there + extra capacity building foreseen  

Do all partners together have the required own-
funding amount available? Please state in the remarks 

whether own-funding is in-kind, cash or a mix 
between cash and in-kind. (question 3.12) 

0= own-funding requirement is not met for the project  

1 1= own-funding requirement is met by some of the partners  

2= own-funding requirement is met by all partners together  

Is a TVET Centre part of the partnership group? 
0= no TVET center is part of the partnership group  

1 
1= TVET center is part of the partnership group  

OBJECTIVE 3: INNOVATIVE PROJECT IDEAS IN VALUE CHAIN DEVELOPMENT   

Contribution to innovation 

Is the project contributing to value-chain 
development? Is the project bringing any innovation 

into the value chain? (Question 3.3, 3.)   

0= Project is not contributing to value chain development + no 
innovation  

2 

Focus on value chain development 
0,5= Project is contributing to some extent to value chain 
development + there is no innovation  

  1= Project is contributing to some extent to value chain development 
+ there is some innovation  

1,5= Project is contributing clearly to value chain development + 
there is some innovation  

2= Project is contributing clearly to value chain development + there 
is clear innovation  

Will new products/services be developed thanks to 
the project? (question 3.5)  

0= no new products/services/processes/capabilities will be developed  

2 

1= 1 new product/service/process/capability will be developed  
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2= 2 or more new products/services/processes/capabilities will be 
developed  

Objective : PRO-POOR  2 

Pro-poor impact to be shown: 
potential for job creation for poor 

people (Ubudehe 1 and 2) 

Will extra jobs be created in the companies that are 
part of a partnership group applying from LCF that are 
specifically targeting poor people (Ubudehe 1 and 2) 

(permanent and temporary)? (question 3.7) 

0= no extra jobs specifically targeting poor people are created  

1 0,5= 1--> 9 extra jobs specifically targeting poor people will be created 

1= at least 10 extra jobs specifically targeting poor people will be 
created  

Are the leaders of the project woman and/or youth? 
(question 3.13 and 3.1) 

0= leaders of the project are not woman / youth  
1 

1= at least 5 extra jobs for women  

Table 13: Expression of interest evaluation grid 
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Criteria Questions  Marks 

 

The expression of interest will be given an overall score out of 25, as shown in the Evaluation 

Grid. Only those applicants who have been given a total average score of minimum 18 points 

will qualify to submit full application documents.  

 

Once all expressions of interest are evaluated, the Committee will print out all evaluation 

sheets, write a report to indicate how many projects were submitted, which marks each project 

received and which projects are recommended for submitting full project proposal. This report, 

together with the evaluation sheets of all expressions of interest, should be signed off by the 

Executive Secretary of the District, and submitted to the LCF Manager. 

3.5 Step 5: Expression of Interest approval and notification 

Following the evaluation of the expressions of interest, the applicant will be informed in writing 

by the LCF Manager, indicating the scores obtained for this part of the evaluation, and whether 

they have been shortlisted during the expression of interest phase and are eligible to submit a 

full proposal. 

 

The LCF Manager shall notify applicants of the outcome of the evaluation of expression of 

interest, and the following steps. If the applicant is not satisfied with the results, the applicant 

can submit a complaint letter to the LCF Manager, clearly stating why the applicant is not 

satisfied with the result. This complaint should be filed within 1 days after the publication of 

the result. The LCF Manager can be contacted through the following email-address: 

info@lcf.rw. 

3.6 Step 6: Submission of full application document 

Objectives: The full application is the detailed project proposal, and it is the second stage in the 

application process for support from LCF.  

 

Deadline: Full application submission will run for 16 days. 

 

Documents: Applicants will be requested, in writing, by the LCF Manager to submit a full 

application document. The application for the full application stage shall be submitted online 

(www.lcf.rw). 

 

A prompt automated reply will be sent to the applicants once the application is correctly 

uploaded, confirming receipt of the application, and a full application submission number will 

be provided. The full application submission number is proof to the applicant that the 

application was submitted, and can be used in any further communication with the LCF 

mailto:info@lcf.rw
http://www.lcf.rw/
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Secretariat, both at LODA and District level. The full application submission number will be 

automatically provided by the website, or by the LCF Manager. 

 

Application forms sent by any other means (e.g. by fax or by mail post) or through email will be 

rejected. 

 

The supporting documentation to be submitted by the applicant is different for window 1 and 

window 2. 

For window 1: the applicant must submit the following documents at the time of application: 

 Evidence of own funding requirement (for instance bank statements, title deeds, 

invoices of value assets) 

 Signed “partnership agreement”, notified by District notary  

 

For window 2: the applicant must submit the following documents at the time of application:  

 Evidence of own funding requirement (for instance bank statements, title deeds, 

invoices of value assets) 

 Signed “partnership agreement”, notified by District notary  

 If possible: audited financial statements for the applicant and/or partner for the last 2 

years   

 

Supporting documents must be supplied as originals or certified copies of said originals.  

3.7 Step 7: Evaluation of full application document 

Objectives: The project selection and evaluation will be based on the objectives of LCF. The 

evaluation of the full application will be conducted in three steps, as indicated in the table 

below. 

 

Deadline: Evaluation of the full applications will take 20 days.  

 

Responsible: The full applications will be evaluated by the LCF Secretariat at LODA level and 

external evaluation consultants, as illustrated in the table below:  

 

What will be evaluated ? Who will evaluate ? 

Administrative compliance: 

have all required documents been submitted, has all been completed) 

LCF Manager , BDSs 

Technical evaluation:  

Technical evaluation according to the selection criteria as per 

evaluation grid below. 

External evaluation 

consultants 

Interview evaluation:  External evaluation 

consultants 
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If some information is missing, or unclear, an interview can be granted 

to companies. If all data is available and an informed decision can be 

made, no interview is needed. 

Table 1: Evaluation of full applications 

 

Once the LCF Manager has received all full application documents from the applicants, he/she 

will perform an administrative compliance review, and record this in the MEIS or a written 

report. Subsequently, all full application documents will be submitted to the external 

evaluation consultants. They will have access to the MEIS to complete the evaluation sheets, 

and submit a final evaluation report to the LCF Manager. 

 

Documents  Administrative  Partnership  

    

Evidence of own funding requirement     

Is the source of own funding requirement eligible    

A signed partnership agreement and notified by District notary     

Filled full application template (including annexes)    

If applicable, missing documents from EOI submitted    

 

 

The evaluation grids for full application is indicated below: 
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 Full proposal evaluation grid WINDOW 1 

CRITERIA QUESTIONS ASSESSMENT 
MAX 

SCORE 

    TOTAL SCORE: 75 

RELEVANCE  15 

An appropriate activity schedule 
to implement the proposed 

project 

Is the activity schedule fully completed? Are all activities 
included in order to obtain the projected results? Are the 

responsible partner and person a logical choice for the good 
implementation? Is the planning realistic? Are the resources 

(inputs + budget) available?  (annex 1, annex 3, question 
3.11) 

0= activity schedule is not completed 

10 

1-= activity schedule is somewhat complete but 
important information / activities are not included, 
responsible partner is maybe not the best one to 
implement the activity, planning is not realistic, 
resources are insufficient  

5-8= activity schedule is complete, partner implementing 
the activity is suitable, appropriate and resources 
available but not always realistic/appropriate/missing 
resources/other 

9-10= activity schedule is complete, appropriate and 
resources available, partner implementing the activity is 
suitable   

Relevant products/services 
offered to the market 

Are the products/services offered relevant for the market? 
Are the projected sales realistic? (see question 3.10. 3.11, 

3.12, 3.15, annex 2) 

0=offered products/services are not relevant; no market 
seems available 

5 

1-2=offered products/services are somewhat relevant; 
there is a market but not sure if large enough for making 
the project/business viable;  

3-=offered products and services seem relevant, there is 
a market; projected sales somewhat realistic, inputs 
somewhat available 
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5=offered products and services are very relevant; 
projected sales are realistic 

FEASIBILITY  50 

Financial viability of the project 
including cost benefit and 

profitability ratio 

Is the financial information which is requested correctly 
filled and do these numbers look realistic? Can recurrent 

costs be covered by the stated income? Is the projection for 
the sales and expenditures after LCF implementation 

realistic? Will future costs (eg. increased salaries) be able to 
be covered?  Is it realistic to assume that the businesses can 

become profitable (which is based on profitability ratio)?  
(annex 2) 

0= financial information is not correctly filled/not realistic 

10 

1-2-3= financial information is fully filled but not realistic, 
income cannot cover costs, projections are not very 
realistic, doubt on whether future costs will be able to be 
covered; profitability ratio not good 

-5= financial information is fully filled but not very 
realistic; unclear whether costs can be covered; 
projectsions seem unrealistic 

6-7-8= financial information is fully filled and realistic, 
some issues on the side of income and costs, but not 
major, projections somewhat realistic  

9-10= financial information is fully filled and realistic, 
income can fully cover costs, projections are realistic and 
future costs will be able to be covered; profitability ratio 
good 

How does the project contribute to increased turnover and 
profit making of the partners? See question 3.5, annex 2 

and 3, analysis of partnership agreement (.1 and .) 

0= no increase in turnover and profit for no partner  

5 

1= small increase in turnover, no extra profits possible for 
all partners  

2= small increase in turnover, extra profits are very small 
and doubt whether these are feasible, unequal 
disbribution between partners having increased turnover 
and profit  and the others  

3= small increase in turnover, extra profits are very small 
but feasible, unequel disbribution between partners 
having increased turnover and profit  and the others  
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=  good and realistic increase in turnover, extra profits are 
feasible, disbribution between partners having increased 
turnover and profit  and the others is not equal but OK  

5=  good and realistic increase in turnover, extra profits 
are feasible, disbribution between partners having 
increased turnover and profit  and the others is equal 

Is own-funding requirement met and realistic given the 
provided documents? (question 3.7 + documents submitted) 

0-1= own-funding requirement is not met, documents 
state different amounts than stated in the application 
forms  

5 
2-3= own-funding requirement is met, but doubts on the 
values of in-kind own-funding. Needs to be thoroughly 
checked during due diligence  

-5= own-funding requirement is met, values (cash and in-
kind) are realistic and correct  

Is all requested information in the budget template 
provided and does it allign with below requirements? Is the 

information relevant and realistic? Is all the expenditure 
needed to implement the project included? Are reasonable 
and realistic estimates given? is the budget aligned with the 

activity schedule? (Annex 3) 

0-= None or only some information requested has been 
submitted/budget not aligned with activity 
schedule/cost-benefit ratio could not be calculated 

10 

-6= all information has been submitted but the 
estimated costs are not realistic /skewed alignment with 
activity schedule/ very low cost benefit-ratio 

6-8= all information has been submitted, the numbers 
are somewhat realistic but the cost-benefit ratio is 
mediocre  

9-10= all information has been submitted, the numbers 
are realistic and there is a good cost-benefit ratio  

Appropriate technical and 
organizational capacity of partners 

to implement the project  

Are the staff members of each partner which are 
responsible for implementing the project clearly defined? 

Are their responsibilities alligned with their experience? Do 
these staff members also have other responsibilities beyond 

0-1= no clear statement on the devision of labour of the 
staff members  

5 2-3= staff members who will implement the project are 
clearly identified, but all of them have also other 
responsibilities within their respective companies  
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the implementation of the project? (question 3.6 in W1 
template and 3.7 in window 2 template and annex ) 

-5= staff members who will implement the project are 
clearly identified, at least one of them will be fully charged 
with the implementation of this project  

Do the members of the partnership companies have the 
technical expertise to execute the project? Please explain. If 
not, what type of capacity building or skills development are 

needed to implement the envisaged project?  

0-1= There is no or insufficient information on what 
technical expertise partners possess; some technical 
expertise indicated but seems insuffisient; no capacity 
building measures are proposed  

3 1-2= Good information given on technical expertise that 
is available; some technical expertise is available, for 
others capacity building is proposed 

3= Full information on technical expertise available, 
realistic and sufficient to implement the project 

Are the responsibilities of the management aligned with 
their experience? Does the management have the 

experience to manage the project? (annex ) 

0 = No information on managers was provided 

5 

1= Information on managers provided but not complete; 
not clear how labour is divided between managers of 
different partners; managers lack skills to implement 
project proposed 

2-3= Information on managers provided as well as 
information on each's role in the project; doubtful 
whether they have the capacity to manage the project 

= Information on managers provided as well as 
information on each's role in the project; some doubt 
whether they have the capacity to manage the project 

5= Information on managers, division of labour is very 
clear;  each has a clear function in the implementation of 
the project and adequate skills are available to implement 
the project 

Product/services feasibility 
Are the inputs (e.g. raw materials, consultancy services, 

other) needed to implement the project available? Please 
explain  in the remarks (question 3.11) / In case the project 

0-1= Inputs for project are not available, quality is not 
good /S-mark is not available and it is doubtful whether 
inputs can be timely obtained to implement the project 

3 
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produces products which need an S-mark, has the S-mark 
been obtained yet? (question 3.9) 

2= Inputs for the project are available to some extent, 
quality is somewhat up to standard / S-mark is available 
or under request and inputs can be obtained/procured 
realistically 

3= Inputs for the project are easily available or very 
realistic to obtain timely; quality is good/ S-mark is 
available  

Are the project partners aware of their customers? 
(question 3.13) 

0= no, the partners are not well aware of their customers, 
analyis is not well done  

2 
1= partners are aware of some of it's customers, but 
analysis is not fully done  

2= partners are well aware of customers, and analysis is 
well done  

Are the project partners aware of possible competitors? Did 
they make a good analysis? (question 3.1) 

0= no, the partners are not well aware of their 
competitors, analyis is not well done  

2 
1= partners are aware of some of it's competitors, but 
analysis is not fully done  

2= partners are well aware of competitors, and analysis is 
well done  

SUSTAINABILITY      10 

Sustainability of the businesses 
part of the partnership group 

Once the project is implemented, will each company part of 
the project be financially, technically, organisationally 

sustainable? Why or why not ? Please explain in remarks  

0-3= All companies part of the partnership are at risk not 
to be financially/technically/organisationally sustainable 
and the project will not enhance capacity of partner 
companies 

10 

-6= 1 or more companies part of the partnership ares at 
risk not to be financially/technically/organisationally 
sustainable after LCF; the project funded by LCF will 
somehow enhance the capacity of the partners 

7-8= 1 company part of the partnership are at risk not to 
be financially/technically/organisationally sustainable 
after LCF; other companies seem sustainable; the project 
contributes to more capacity of partner companies 
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9-10= All companies will be 
financially/technically/organisationally sustainable 
beyond LCF and the project clearly contributes to 
enhancement of capacity 

Table 15: Full proposal evaluation grid window 1 

 
 

CRITERIA QUESTIONS ASSESSMENT  
MAX 

SCORE 

  TOTAL SCORE: 75 

RELEVANCE  13 

An appropriate activity schedule to 
implement the proposed project 

Is the activity schedule fully completed? Are all activities 
included in order to obtain the projected results? Are the 

responsible partner and person a logical choice for the good 
implementation? Is the planning realistic? Are the resources 

(inputs + budget) available?  (annex 1, annex 3, question 3.11) 

0= activity schedule is not completed 

10 

1-= activity schedule is somewhat complete but important 
information / activities are not included, responsible partner is 
maybe not the best one to implement the activity, planning is not 
realistic, resources are insufficient  

5-8= activity schedule is complete, partner implementing the activity 
is suitable, appropriate and resources available but not always 
realistic/appropriate/missing resources/other 

9-10= activity schedule is complete, appropriate and resources 
available, partner implementing the activity is suitable   

Relevant products/services offered 
to the market 

0=offered products/services are not relevant; no market seems 
available 

3 
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Are the products/services offered relevant for the market? 
Are the projected sales realistic? (See question 3.10. 3.11, 

3.12, 3.15, annex 2) 

1=offered products/services are somewhat relevant; there is a 
market but not sure if large enough for making the project/business 
viable;  

2=offered products and services seem relevant, there is a market; 
projected sales somewhat realistic, inputs somewhat available 

3=offered products and services are very relevant; projected sales are 
realistic 

FEASIBILITY  52 

Financial viability of the project 
including cost benefit ratio 

Is the financial information which is requested correctly filled 
and do these numbers look realistic? Can recurrent costs be 
covered by the stated income? Is the projection for the sales 

and expenditures after LCF implementation realistic? Will 
future costs (eg. increased salaries) be able to be covered?  Is 

it realistic to assume that the businesses can become 
profitable (which is based on profitability ratio)?  (annex 2) 

0= financial information is not correctly filled/not realistic 

10 

1-2-3= financial information is fully filled but not realistic, income 
cannot cover costs, projections are not very realistic, doubt on 
whether future costs will be able to be covered; profitability ratio not 
good 

-5= financial information is fully filled but not very realistic; unclear 
whether costs can be covered; projectsions seem unrealistic 

6-7-8= financial information is fully filled and realistic, some issues on 
the side of income and costs, but not major, projections somewhat 
realistic  

9-10= financial information is fully filled and realistic, income can fully 
cover costs, projections are realistic and future costs will be able to 
be covered; profitability ratio good 

How does the project contribute to increased turnover and 
profit making of the partners? (To be calculated from See 

question 3.5, annex 2 and 3, analysis of partnership 
agreement (.1 and .)) 

0= no increase in turnover and profit for no partner  

5 
1= small increase in turnover, no extra profits possible for all partners  

2= small increase in turnover, extra profits are very small and doubt 
whether these are feasible, unequal disbribution between partners 
having increased turnover and profit  and the others  
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3= small increase in turnover, extra profits are very small but feasible, 
unequel disbribution between partners having increased turnover 
and profit  and the others  

=  good and realistic increase in turnover, extra profits are feasible, 
disbribution between partners having increased turnover and profit  
and the others is not equal but OK  

5=  good and realistic increase in turnover, extra profits are feasible, 
disbribution between partners having increased turnover and profit  
and the others is equal 

Is all requested information in the budget template provided 
and does it allign with below requirements? Is the 

information relevant and realistic? Is all the expenditure 
needed to implement the project included? Are reasonable 
and realistic estimates given? is the budget aligned with the 

activity schedule? (annex 3) 

0-= None or only some information requested has been 
submitted/budget not aligned with activity schedule/cost-benefit 
ratio could not be calculated 

10 

-6= all information has been submitted but the estimated costs are 
not realistic /skewed alignment with activity schedule/ very low cost 
benefit-ratio 

6-8= all information has been submitted, the numbers are 
somewhat realistic but the cost-benefit ratio is mediocre  

9-10= all information has been submitted, the numbers are realistic 
and there is a good cost-benefit ratio  

Is own-funding requirement met and realistic given the 
provided documents? (question 3.7 + documents 

submitted) 

0-1= own-funding requirement is not met, documents state different 
amounts than stated in the application forms  

3 
2= own-funding requirement is met, but doubts on the values of in-
kind own-funding. Needs to be thoroughly checked during due 
diligence  

3= own-funding requirement is met, values (cash and in-kind) are 
realistic and correct  

Quality of market analysis in terms 
of pricing strategy, competition and 

growth potential 

Are the inputs (e.g. raw materials, consultancy services, 
other) needed to implement the project available?  

0= Inputs for project are not available 

1 

0.5= Inputs for the project are available to some extent 
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1= Inputs for the project are easily available or very realistic to obtain 
timely 

In case the project produces products which need an S-mark, 
has the S-mark been obtained yet (question 3.10)? 

0=S-mark not yet obtained 

1 0.5=S-mark not yet obtained but in process to obtain it 

1=S-mark obtained; S-mark not relevant 

Are the main competitors for the project identified? Is there 
sufficient information available ? (question 3.18) 

0= no clear statement on competitors 

1 
0.5= some competitors identified but lack of information on them/in 
which way they are competitors  

1= competitors clearly identified and information available which is 
relevant for the project 

Are the strengths and weaknesses compared to the 
competitors identified? Are these strengths and weaknesses 

realistic? Are there any mitigation measures which are 
presented which will decrease weaknesses and/or strengthen 

strengths compared to the competition? (question 3.19) 

0= no identification of strengths and advantages of the companies has 
been done in comparison with the competition 

2 

1= some identification of strengths and advantages in comparison 
with competitors has been done but little strengths and advantages 
in comparison with competitors  

1.5= some identification of strengths and advantages in comparison 
with competitors has been done which are strong in comparison with 
competitors  

2= good identification of strengths and advantages has been done 
which are strong  in comparison with competitors  

Are the target clients clearly identified for the project? Are 
new clients a target? (question 3.13, 3.1) 

0= no clear identification of the target clients  

1 0.5= only existing clients are the target clients  

1= existing clients + new prospective clients are target clients  

Is it clear how clients will be informed about the 
products/services to be offered under the project? Are these 

proposed actions realistic and relevant? (question 3.16) 

0= no clear information is given on how to inform clients  

1 0.5= weak marketing and communication plans foreseen  

1= strong marketing and communication plans foreseen  
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Is there a strong demand for products/services to be offered 
under the project? (question 3.15) 

0= no strong demand, no demand potential; 0.5= strong demand 
and somewhat demand potential; 1=strong demand and clear 
demand potential 

1 Is there a demand potential for existing products/services of 
the companies in new sales channels or markets that you are 

aware of? If yes, explain (question 3.17) 

How and by whom will the products/services to be offered 
under the project be distributed to sales points? (question 

3.20) 0=no distribution plan and no sales points identified; 0.5= existence 
of some kind of distribution plan and some sales points identified; 1= 
clear distribution plan with identification of sales points 

1 
Are members of the partnership already working with the 

sales points intended to be used for products/services to be 
offered under the project? (Question 3.21) 

Appropriate technical and 
organizational capacity of partners 

to implement the project 

Are the staff members of each partner which are responsible 
for implementing the project clearly defined? Are their 

responsibilities alligned with their experience? Do these staff 
members also have other responsibilities beyond the 

implementation of the project? (question 3.6 in W1 template 
and 3.7 in window 2 template and annex ) 

0= no clear statement on the devision of labour of the staff members  

1 

0.5= staff members who will implement the project are clearly 
identified, but all of them have also other responsibilities within their 
respective companies  

1= staff members who will implement the project are clearly 
identified, at least one of them will be fully charged with the 
implementation of this project  

Do the members of the partnership companies have the 
technical expertise to execute the project? Please explain. If 
not, what type of capacity building or skills development are 

needed to implement the envisaged project?  

0= There is no or insufficient information on what technical expertise 
partners possess; some technical expertise indicated but seems 
insuffisient; no capacity building measures are proposed  

2 
1= Good information given on technical expertise that is available; 
some technical expertise is available, for others capacity building is 
proposed 

2= Full information on technical expertise available, realistic and 
sufficient to implement the project 

Are the responsibilities of the management aligned with their 
experience? Does the management have the experience to 

manage the project? (annex ) 

0 = No information on managers was provided 

5 

1= Information on managers provided but not complete; not clear 
how labour is divided between managers of different partners; 
managers lack skills to implement project proposed 

2-3= Information on managers provided as well as information on 
each's role in the project; doubtful whether they have the capacity to 
manage the project 
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= Information on managers provided as well as information on each's 
role in the project; some doubt whether they have the capacity to 
manage the project 

5= Information on managers, division of labour is very clear;  each has 
a clear function in the implementation of the project and adequate 
skills are available to implement the project 

Adequate risk identification and 
measures for risk management 

Are the risks identified? Are they relevant and realistic? Are 
these indeed the main risks or are important risks not taken 
into account? If so, please describe in the remarks. (question 

3.21) 

0-1= no clear identification of the main risks 

3 2= some risks are clearly identified, but others should have been 
added  

3= strong risk analysis in place and main risks are clearly identified  

Are there clear risk mitigations strategies prepared? Are these 
relevant and effective?  (question 3.22) 

0-1= no clear mitigation measures are proposed  

3 
2= clear mitigation measures are proposed, but questions on their 
effectiveness  

3= clear and effective mitigation measures are proposed  

SUSTAINABILITY  10 

Sustainability of the businesses part 
of the partnership group 

Once the project is implemented, will each company part of 
the project be financially, technically, organisationally 

sustainable? Why or why not? Please explain 

0-3= All companies part of the partnership are at risk not to be 
financially/technically/organisationally sustainable and the project 
will not enhance capacity of partner companies 

10 

-6= 1 or more companies part of the partnership ares at risk not to 
be financially/technically/organisationally sustainable after LCF; the 
project funded by LCF will somehow enhance the capacity of the 
partners 

7-8= 1 company part of the partnership are at risk not to be 
financially/technically/organisationally sustainable after LCF; other 
companies seem sustainable; the project contributes to more 
capacity of partner companies 

9-10= All companies will be financially/technically/organisationally 
sustainable beyond LCF and the project clearly contributes to 
enhancement of capacity 

Table 16: Full proposal evaluation grid window 2
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The full application will be given an overall score out of 75, as shown in the above evaluation 

grid. Only those applicants who receive a total average minimum score as defined by the 

evaluators will qualify and will be taken into account for the due diligence phase.  

3.8 Step 8: Notification of the full proposal evaluation results 

The results of the evaluation of the full application for LCF, will be communicated to the 

applicants within 30 days after the evaluation has been completed. This communication will be 

done by the LCF Manager in writing.  

 

The LCF Manager shall notify applicants of the outcome of the evaluation of the full proposal, 

and the following steps. If the applicant is not satisfied with the results, the applicant can submit 

a complaint letter to the LCF Manager, clearly stating why the applicant is not satisfied with the 

result. This complaint should be filed within 3 days after the publication of the result. The LCF 

Manager can be contacted through the following email-address: info@lcf.rw. 

3.9 Step 9: Due diligence 

Objectives: The due diligence is a necessary step that will be executed before the signing of the 

contract agreement and the initial disbursement of the fund to potential beneficiaries.  

The objective of the due diligence is to determine whether the organization’s financial 

management and internal control systems are adequate to manage, control, account for, and 

report on the use of LCF funds, thus protecting the Government of Rwanda and development 

partner’s interests. In addition, due diligence is performed to verify whether the businesses and 

business processes described in the expression of interest and full proposal, actually exist and 

whether staff structures are in place. Furthermore, the physical existence of the business is 

assessed, as well as the legal structure, procurement systems, human resources system and 

project performance management. The due diligence also includes a meeting between the LCF 

Secretariat and the project partners to discuss their idea, and to identify whether the project 

to be implemented was well thought through and is commercially viable. 

 

If the partnership members are bringing in-kind into the project as own-funding requirement, 

the in-kind contribution will also be assessed during the due diligence phase. Also, for cash, the 

bank statements showing the pledged amount will be checked again during the due diligence 

evaluation stage.  

 

The due diligence will be performed on all partners of the partnership. The core meeting will 

take place at the applicant, with the partners present there. A visit to the premises of the 

partner companies will take place in case in-kind contribution needs to be verified.  

 

mailto:info@lcf.rw
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The result of the due diligence is a score. A minimum of 37 out of 55 has to be obtained. Nine 

categories that will confirm or refute the eligibility of the company, will be evaluated as per the 

following scores: 0.0– 1.5 very weak/inadequate, 1.51 – 2.5 Weak, 2.51 – 3.5 Adequate, 3.51 – 

.0 strong, .51 – 5.0 very strong. The nine categories are: 1) legal and governance, 2) financial 

management, 3) procurement and audit) human resources, 5) project performance, 6) 

organizational capacity/sustainability, 7) commercial viability, 8) own contribution and 9) 

overall readiness. In order to pass the due diligence, the scores need to be at least 50% of the 

max score for each different category, even if the overall score is 37/55.  

If the due diligence is not satisfactory, LCF has the right to not sign a contract with the applicant 

organization and refrain from distributing funds.  

 

Feedback on due diligence shall be provided to the applicant. If the applicant is selected for LCF 

funding, the due diligence recommendations will be the basis for an action plan on capacity 

building. This action plan shall be agreed upon by the beneficiary and the LCF Secretariat, and 

will be inserted in the contract.  

 

Responsibilities: In many situations, the scope of the due diligence will be quite broad, 

encompassing legal structure, financial management and internal control systems, 

procurement systems, human resources, performance management, and organizational 

sustainability indicators. Consequently, the due diligence needs to be undertaken by a multi-

disciplinary team of reviewers with the appropriate expertise and experience. 

 

The team will be appointed by the LCF Manager and the BDEU Director, and will be composed 

of: 

 BDEU staff 

 Legal expert of LODA or District 

 LCF Manager 

 Financial compliance staff of LODA   

 External consultant: marketing expert, or any other relevant professional as 

determined by the LCF Secretariat 

 

Prior to conducting the due diligence, each reviewer should be familiar with the description and 

requirements of the award, as well as with the project conditions within which the projects will 

be implemented. 

 

Deadlines: The due diligence will be conducted in 1 day for 2 projects following the provisional 

notification of the full application evaluation results. 

 

Document: The guideline in annex 11 will be used by the team to conduct and report on the 

due diligence performed on the related company. The team conducting due diligence will use 

this template under the coordination of the BDEU Director. The due diligence report of each 
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applicant project will be submitted to the LCF Investment committee as part of other 

documentation to facilitate the final decision for the grant award. The approved due diligence 

reports will be kept at District level and are available in the MEIS. A copy of the report will be 

communicated to the beneficiary company. 

 

Methodology  

The LCF has designed different survey tools to ensure that all relevant information on the 

potential beneficiary is obtained. The survey tools will help the LCF Secretariat to assess the 

strengths and weaknesses of a potential fund beneficiary, and identify any potential financial 

risks that may have an impact on the implementation of the project. The survey tools include 

the following: 

 

 Desk review of relevant documents (expression of interest application form, full 

proposal application form and supporting documents); 

 Field visit: meeting with project applicant and partner(s), document review, workshop 

on commercial due diligence, physical verification of existence of applicant company, 

partner(s) and partnership. 

 

The table below indicates the content of the due diligence: 

What will be evaluated (amongst others)? Who will evaluate? 

 Confirmation of the physical existence of the 

organization 

 Discussion on project concept with the members 

of the partnership, to determine whether the 

project was well thought through and is feasible 

 Commercial viability of the proposed project 

 Determination of whether the organization has 

sufficient financial and managerial capacity to 

manage LCF funds in accordance with 

Government of Rwanda (GoR) and LCF designed 

operational manual 

 Identification at early stage of any potential risks 

that may arise and formulate mitigation measures 

 Determination of the degree of support and 

oversight necessary to ensure proper 

management and accountability of funds 

disbursed to the organization 

1. LODA staff member  

2. Staff member from the Business 

Development and Employment Unit 

(BDEU) District 

3. Legal expert of LODA or District 

4. Financial compliance staff of LODA   

5. Marketing expert  

6. External consultants 

 

Table 17: Content of the due diligence 
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QUESTIONS  ASSUMPTIONS 
Max 
score  

1. Legal and governance  10 

Applicant is a registered private 
company or NGO proven by 
registration country wide  (RGB & RGB) 
and with operations in the district in 
which LCF operates (to be verified)  

0= applicant not a registered private company or NGO; no 
proof of operation in District /false certificate(s) 

1 
0.5=registration certificate available and valid 

 
Proof of operations and operation 
certificate by the selected Districts for 
the applicant company (to be verified) 

1=registration certificate and proof of operation in selected 
District available/both valid 

For window 2 only: All partner 
organisations are registered proven by 
registration certificate(s); (to be 
verified) 

0=proof of registration  not available; proof of operation in 
District not available/false documents 

0,5 0.5=registration certificate available and valid 

1=registration certificate and proof of operation in selected 
District available/both valid 

For window At least 1 : Informal 
companies have proof of operation in 
respective District (to be verified) 

0= proof of operation in District not available/false 
0,5 

1= proof of operation in District available and valid 

Physical existence of the applicant 
organisation and partners 

0= applicant and partners do not exist - no proof of a company 

1 
0,5= it is clear that some of the partners exist, but not clear of 
all of the partners 

1= applicant and partner exist; physical proof of existence of 
partners 

Governance structure: is there any 
documentation defining company 
processes, organisational structure for 
each partner? 

0= no documents available 

2 
1= some documents available from some partners but not all; 
quality ok 

2= documents available for all partners and described 
information relevant and ok 

Partnership agreement signed 

0= partnership agreement not signed or not signed by all 
partners 

0,5 

0,5= partnership agreement signed by all partners 

Assessment of partnership 

0= partership is not real; not a business partnership but for the 
sake of accessing the grant 

 

1=partnership seems to be real but not sure; no clarity on roles 
and responsibilities 

2= partnership seems  real; roles and responsibilities somewhat 
clear 

3= partnership is real and roles and responsibilities of each 
partner somehow clear 

= real partnership with clear roles and responsibilities of each 
partner;  
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Is the added value of the project 
mainly created in one of the  selected 
Districts?  

0 = no, the main added value is not created in one of the  
selected Districts but in another district 

1 
1 = yes, the main added value is created in one of the  selected 
Districts  

Does the applicant have a CRB report?  
-In the name of the company? 
-In the name of the owner(s) of the 
company?  
-Is the report positive or negative ? 

No score required, but a check is necessary. In case of a 
negative CRB report, the application should be rejected.  

N/A 

For refugee applicants, proof of 
refugee status to be checked 

No score required, but a check is necessary. N/A 

Owners of companies to provide 
marital status and ID  

No score required, but a check is necessary.  N/A 

2. Financial Management 5 

Segregation of duties and power: are 
powers of the managing director 
defined? Who has spending power? 
Who can sign contracts? Who can sign 
cheques, make payments? 

0= no clear segregation of duties and power/not clear 

1 0.5=somehow segregation but not always  

1= clear segregation of duties and power 

Approval of the use of the money  

0= no clear system to approve use of money 

1 

0.5=some system to approve use of money in place but not 
clear 

1= clear and good system to approve the use of money is in 
place  

Financial information: are the details 
provided in the full application 
document reflecting what can be 
found in the bookkeeping system?  

0= Details provided in full application document are not 
reflected 

1 
0,5= Details provided in full application document are 
somewhat reflected 

1= Details provided in full application document are all 
reflected 

Accounting and bookkeeping system in 
place with the applicant organisation? 
Does the partner organisation have 
bookkeeping system ?  

0= no accounting and bookkeeping system with both applicant 
and partner 

1 

0,5= some accounting and bookkeeping system in place at 
applicant but not 100% / partner has some bookkeeping 
system 

1= good and reliable accounting and bookkeeping system in 
place of both the applicant and partner 

Financial reporting (to Board, 
stakeholders, shareholders, donors, 
other) 

0= no financial reporting in place  

1 0,5= some financial reporting in place but not 100% reliable  

1= good and reliable financial reporting in place  

3. Procurement, audit and other grants 5 

0= no procurement policies, procedures and practices  1 
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Procurement Policies, Procedures and 
Practices  

0.5= some procurement policies, procedures and practices in 
place  

1= good procurement policies, procedures and practices in 
place  

Technical specifications for equipment 
to be procured with LCF grant available 
+  strategy on acquiring necessary 
technical skills to operate the 
equipment available   

0= no technical specifications for equipment to be procured 
with LCF grant  / no strategy on acquiring necessary technical 
skills to operate the equipment available   

2 

 0.5 = some technical specifications available /  no strategy on 
acquiring necessary technical skills to operate the equipment 
available   

1 = some technical specifications available / some strategy on 
acquiring necessary technical skills to operate the equipment 
available 

2= complete technical specifications available +  strategy on 
acquiring necessary technical skills to operate the equipment 
available   

Is the applicant company and/or 
partners benefitting from other 
grants? What will be the relationship 
with the to be funded LCF project? 

0=companies are receiving other grants but it will not 
contribute to LCF funded project and will interfere 

1 1=company is receiving other grant(s) which will complement 
the LCF grant and contribute to companies' 
sustainability/company is not receiving other grants 

Audit and review of financial 
statements  

0= no audit or review of financial statements was ever 
conducted 

0,5 
0.5=audit and/or review of financial statements was conducted 
in the past 

0=Audit and financial statements are available, were reviewed 
and some issues found 

0,5 
1=Audit and financial statements are available, were reviewed 
and no issues found 

. Human Resources and organizational capacity 5 

Overall human resources policies and 
procedures  

0= No Human Resources Policies and Procedures in place 

1 
0,5= Some Human Resources Policies and Procedures in place, 
improvements are needed  

1= Good Human Resources Policies and Procedures in place 

0=key people are not available 
1 

0.5=key people are somewhat available 
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Are the key people proposed in the full 
application document available in the 
respective companies?  

1=key people are available 

After interviewing them, do they 
appear to have the technical and 
managerial skills necessary to 
implement the LCF fund project? 

0=key people do not have required expertise 

1 
0.5=key people have some capacity but strong capacity building 
will be required 

1=key people have the expertise to implement the project 
(maybe some CB needed) 

Financial management personnel  

0= no skilled financial management personnel available  

1 
0.5= some skilled financial management personnel available 
but not sufficient 

1= skilled financial management personnel available 

Commercial personnel 

0=no commercial personnel available 

1 
0.5=somebody somewhat responsible for commercial 
management/marketing 

1=somebody clearly responsible for commercial 
management/marketing 

. Project performance 5 

Presentation of the project (to be done 
by applicant and partners) 

0= very weak presentation of the project  

2 
0,5=weak presentation of the project 

1= acceptable presentation of the project 

2= strong and clear presentation of the project  

Ownership and potential (to be 
determined after conversation with 
the applicant and partners) 

0= weak ownership over the project and small potential of the 
project 

3 

0,5= weak ownership, medium potential  

1= medium ownership, small potential 

1.5=medium ownership, medium potential; good ownership, 
small potential 

2=medium ownership, good potential 

2.5 = good ownership, medium potential  

3= good ownership, strong potential  

8. Summary: overall readiness of the company to receive LCF grant   

Overall readiness of the project to 
receive LCF grant 

0= company is not ready to receive LCF grant  

2 

1= company is ready to receive LCF grant, but strong follow-up 
will be needed  (please put under remarks which kind of follow-
up needed) 

2= company is ready to receive LCF grant without much extra 
follow-up needed  
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Level of understanding of the project 
and the partnership  

0= weak level of understanding of the company of what they 
want to achieve with the proposed project and the partnership  

2 1= level of understanding of the project and the partnership 
acceptable, but not always clear; capacity building required 

2= good level of understanding of the project and the 
partnership  

Project management capacity of the 
applicant organisation and partners to 
be able to implement the project  

0= no clear project management capacity available not with the 
applicant, nor the partner 

1 

0,5= project management capacity available with the applicant, 
but strong support will be needed. Partner has somewhat 
capacity  

1=project management capacity available with both the 
applicant and his partners, some support might be needed 

Table 18: Evaluation grid Due diligence, District team  
 

QUESTIONS  
ASSUMPTIONS 

Max 

score  

6. Overall Commercial Viability   10 

Commercial Viability (disaggregated)   30 

6.1. Commercial relationship between the partners  

Are sales/ purchase prices between 

partners in line with the market price? 

0= prices between partners are not realistic 

1 

0.5= prices reflect the market somewhat/ it is not clear if these 

prices are being implemented in reality 

1= There is sufficient proof that sales/purchase prices shown are 

being used and are in line with the market 

How exactly are the partners going to 

work together in terms of logistics and 

sales transactions? 

0=There is no clear explanation of how the partners will work 

together 

2 

0.5= There is a plan for how partners will work together but it is 

unrealistic; the plan is not clear/ there is an unproductive plan in 

place 

1= There is a plan about how partners will work together, but it 

needs adaptations in order for it to be productive 
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2=There is a clear and productive plan about how partners will 

work together 

Is the effort (e.g. investment, 

management time and expertise) over 

time per partner proportional to their 

profit share?  

0= Profit share is completely out of line with effort invested. 

1 
0.5 = It appears that one or more partners are investing more 

effort for less profit share. 

1= The effort for each partner is proportional to profit share 

6.2 Commercial viability of products and services  5 

Consider a detailed overview of 

product/services assortment, including 

cost price + sales price. Are the sales 

and cost prices realistic and stable? Is 

the margin sufficient to pay 

overheads? 

0= There is not enough information/ prices are not proven or 

realistic/ Margin is not sufficient. 

1 
0.5= Prices are somewhat realistic but need more evidence/ 

margin may be sufficient but not enough information given 

1= Prices are realistic and stable and margin is sufficient to cover 

overheads 

What is the level of demand for the 

product/ service at this quality and 

price level: who is demanding the 

product? How much do they 

purchase? Do they purchase regulary 

or on ad-hoc basis?  

0= There is not sufficient proof of demand for the product service 

at this price/ quality level 

2 

0.5- 1.0= There is demand for the product service at this price/ 

quality level but it is not  high enough to justify investment and/or 

information is incomplete / purchasing practices of customers are 

not stable enough  

1.5 - 2.0 = There is clear and sufficient demand for the products/ 

services / stable demand practices for the products at this price/ 

quality level 

Are volumes & turnover per product: 

realized 2016/2017 + estimations 

2018/2019/2020 avaible? Are they 

realistic and feasible? Is there more 

demand for the product than what can 

be currently produced?  

0= there were no sales until now and estimations are unrealistic 

with no clear rationale; there is insufficient information 

1 
0.5= Estimations are somewhat realistic/ no historical information 

to prove the case; Volume and turnover is growing but 

estimations are not promising 

1= Volume and turnover has grown steadily and future 

estimations are realistic 

0=There is little proof that inputs will be available 1 
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Are sufficient inputs available in the 

medium term to ensure the business is 

sustainable? 

0.5= input supply has been somewhat inconsistent until now, 

nothing is going to change/ there is a clear future shortage 

forecast 

1= input supply is steady and there are no clear indication this will 

change  

6.3 Customer analysis   5 

Has the company identified 

customers’/ prospect clients? Have 

existing sales and sales projections 

been segmented by customer/ 

prospect/sales channel?    

0= The applicant has not identified customers/ prospects and can 

show no sales or projections by customer 

2,5 

0.5-1= Customers/ prospects have been identified but there is 

weak correlation between sales projections and customers 

1 - 1,5 =  customers / prospects have been identified clearly and 

there is some correlation between sales projections and 

customers, but more analysis is needed  

2 - 2.5= There is a clear list of customers and prospects and sales 

and sales projections are correctly segmented 

Does the company demonstrate 

understanding of the needs of its 

customers? Do they show 

understanding in translating these 

needs to their company products?  

0 = company does not show much understanding about the need 

of the customer and subsequently they cannot translate the need 

to the company products  

2,5 

0,5 = company shows somewhat understanding about the need of 

the customer, but this is very general and insufficiently for good 

targeting and translating to the company products  

1= company shows understanding of the need of the customer, 

but they need support in translating this to their company 

products.  

1,5-2 = company shows good understanding of the need of the 

customer, products are somewhat alligned to this need but more 

support necessary  

2,5 = company understands the need of the customer and the 

needs are translated in the company products / prospect 

products  

6. HR responsible for 

commercialization 
  3 

0= there is no-one appointed to sales & marketing 2 
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Is there a person appointed for sales & 

marketing? Who is it, what is his/her 

actual function / How much of his/her 

time allocated to the sales activity  

0.5= There is a person/s responsible for sales & marketing but 

they have little time to carry out the function 

1-1,5= The person/s responsible for sales & marketing have 

enough time to deal with customers 

2=Sufficient human resources and time is allocated for reactive 

and proactive sales & marketing 

What is his/her experience & 

capacities / commercial spirit & 

dynamism.  Level of understanding  

0= Person/s responsible for sales and marketing show little or no 

capability or understanding of the role 

1 
0.5= Person/s responsible for sales and marketing show some 

capability or understanding of the role 

1= Person/s responsible for sales and marketing show sufficient 

capability or understanding of the role 

6.5 Competitor analyis   5 

Based on a full analysis of competitors, 

does the partnership have an offer 

that is relatively stronger than its 

competitors (Check price, quality, sales 

channels, marketing capacity, 

profitability…) 

0-0,5 = The partnership is weak relative to competitors/ there is 

insufficient information on competitors 

2,5 

1-1,5 = The partnership shows some strengths compared to 

competitors but no clear usp/ more information is required  

2 = The partnership shows clear strengths compared to its 

competitors but does not fully play out these strengths  

2,5= The partnership has clearly got a strong offer vis-à-vis 

competitors and does fully play out this strengths  

Does the partnership have a clear 

Unique Selling Proposition/ 

competitive advantage? It is aware of 

this advantage? Is it equipped to 

maximize on its USP? 

0= There is no clear USP 

2,5 

0.5= There is a USP but the company is unaware and ill-equipped 

to reap the benefits of it. 

1-1,5 = There is a USP and the company is aware of it, but has 

difficulties with fully playing out the benefits of it  

2-2,5= There is a clear USP that the company understands and is 

prepare to take advantage of 

6.6 Potential and risks     

Is the partnership sufficiently aware of 

the risks facing the project? Does it 

have strategies to mitigate the risks 

0= risk analysis is not sufficiently done, the business does not 

have enough information on risk. no mitigation actions are 

proposed  

1 
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0.3= understands some risks but has no idea how to mitigate 

0.7= Understands risks and can identify mitigation strategies 

1= understands the main risks and has mitigation strategies in 

place 

Does this project show real potential 

for growth? Is the applicant capable of 

maximizing on the potential? And does 

the growth potential outweigh the 

risks in the project?  

0= no growth potential is apparent/ business in decline - Risks 

higher than growth - insufficient information  

1 

0.3= Business is stable but potential for growth is unclear / risks 

seem to be disproportional higher to the growth potential  

0.7= There is growth potential but the partnership is not 

equipped/ willing to adapt to achieve the growth / potential is 

proportional to the risk  

1= There is clear growth potential and the business is equipped to 

maximize on it and the potential clearly justifies the risk  

Are the partners able to sustainably 

work with the investments made 

through the grant? Will they be able to 

manage the changes that the 

investment will bring to their 

company?  

0 = it is unlikely the partners are able to sustainably work with the 

money provided by the grant and they don't seem to be able to 

manage the changes the investment will bring to the company  

2 

0,5 = there is potential that the partners can sustainably work 

with the investments made through the grant - support will be 

needed  

1= Partners are able to sustainably incorporate the grant in their 

company, and through capacity building they will be able to also 

manage the changes that the investment will bring to their 

company  

2 = partners are able to sustainable incorporate the grant in their 

company and are ready to manage changes the investment brings 

to their company  

6.7 Return on Investment    

Is the proposed investment proven? 

E.g. proof of cost of machinery and 

equipment.  

0= no existence/proof of the cost of the assets 

1 
0.5=some proof of existence but doubts exist as to whether they 

are genuine/ not available for all intended purchases 

1= The investment costs are clearly proven. 

Are the proposed investments 

appropriate for the business needs 

0= The proposed investment is not appropriate to business 

needs/ the cost of capital is higher than the cost of labour 
2 
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and capacities (including 

technicalities)? E.g. Is this the correct 

equipment to purchase? Are the costs 

of maintenance of capital equipment 

lower than alternative labour costs? Is 

there local capacity now or is local 

capacity possible for maintening the 

equipment? 

0.5 = The proposed investment seems appropriate but there is 

not enough information to fully justify the capital expenditure. 

1= proposed investment is appropriate to the needs and the 

capacities but more attention should be paid to the capacities for 

maintenance 

2= The proposed investment is appropriate and justified and 

capacities are already available  

What is the return on investment? 

Spreading the investment over the 

useful life of the capital/ investment, is 

the annual turnover enough to justify 

the investment?  

0= Long term Annual turnover is less than three times the annual 

value of the investment 

1 
0.5= Long term annual turnover is 3-5 times the annual value of 

the investment 

1= Long term annual turnover is 6 or more times the annual value 

of the investment 

7. Own contribution: in-kind or in 

cash 
  10 

Note: if both in-kind and in cash, all below questions to be asked and the score will count up to 10. In case the 

project only has cash OR in-kind contribution, only questions 7.1-3.a should be answered for in-kind and 7.-5b 

should be answered for cash. In this case, the scores for these questions will therefore be counted twice to 

reach the score of 10.  

Do the assets that are proposed for in-

kind contribution present? Can their 

existence be verified? Are these assets 

in full ownership of the applicant 

organisation and/or partners? 

0= no existence/proof of assets proposed for in-kind contribution 

2 

0.5=some proof of existence of assets but not 100% clear; 

ownership not clear (enough) 

1= existence of in-kind contribution, but not 100% clear regarding 

ownership 

2= clear existence of in-kind contribution and ownership with 

applicant organisation and/or partners 

Supporting documents for assets 

proposed for in-kind validation 

(invoices, ownership documents, 

other) 

0= supporting documents not available  

1 
0,5 = supporting documents available, but do not show all/clear 

information  

1= supporting documents are available and clear  

0= no clear value measurement for in-kind contribution  2 
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Value measurement (is the value of 

the proposed in-kind contribution 

matching the required own-funding 

requirement?) 

1= value measurement for in-kind contribution is possible, but not 

100% accurate  

2= value measurement for in-kind contribution is possible and 

accurate  

Is the cash available (proof of bank 

statements required from all partners 

contributing to the own-funding 

requirement)? 

0=no proof available 

3 1.5=proof available for part of the amount 

3=proof available for full amount 

Contribution of different partners 

0=only 1 partner is providing the own-funding requirement 

2 
1=more than 1 but not all partners provide own-funding 

requirement 

2= all partners are contributing something to the own-funding 

requirement 

 Table 19: Due diligence evaluation grid, External consultant team 
 

3.10 Step 10: Investment Committee Decision-making 

Objectives: The LCF Investment Committee (see chapter 2 for more information on the 

composition and roles) will be solely responsible for approval of final funding decisions. Their 

decision will be based on recommendations from the LCF Secretariat, the external consultants 

and the due diligence process. The minutes of the Investment Committee, which should be 

signed by Chair and Co-Chair, include the final list of projects to be funded. 

 

Responsibilities: LCF Secretariat, LODA invites 

 

Deadlines: the Investment Committee will sit as soon as possible after the due diligence process 

but not later than three weeks after the due diligence process is completed. 

 

Documents: The LCF Manager will share all evaluation sheets conducted by the LCF Secretariat 

and external consultants. The LCF Secretariat will provide a recommended list of projects to be 

approved. The Investment Committee has to verify this list, read project proposals if necessary, 

ensure that no mistakes were made and that the evaluation process was conducted in a 

transparent manner. 

3.11 Step 11: Notification of the Final Results 

Within 2 days after the stage of due diligence, the LCF Investment Committee decision and, the 
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LCF Manager shall communicate, in writing (template in MEIS system to be used), the final 

decisions on projects to be funded to the applicants.  

 

The LCF secretariat shall notify applicants of the outcome of the evaluation, and the following 

steps. If the applicant is not satisfied with the results, the applicant can submit a complaint 

letter to the LCF Manager, clearly stating why the applicant is not satisfied with the result. This 

complaint should be filed within 3 days after the publication of the result. The LCF Manager can 

be contacted through the following email-address: info@lcf.rw. In addition, the final results will 

also be made available on the LCF, LODA and Districts’ websites in order to ensure 

transparency. 

3.12  Step 12: Guarantee 

Please use the same logic as for the previous sections: objectives, responsibilities, deadline, and 

documents 

 

Once project partners are informed that contract negotiations can start, a Commercial bank 

and/or insurance guarantee should be provided by the project partners to the District. This 

guarantee should be for the 1st instalment (or other amount as agreed with District) and should 

be available before the contract is signed. The fees to obtain the guarantee should be paid by 

the project partners. These guarantees can only be issued by banks or insurance companies.  

 

The costs linked to the guarantee should be part of the budget schedule of LCF. 

Premium: to be paid cash with own-funding of beneficiaries combined (per project you need 

to decide which part of the guarantee should be paid by which partner. Use following 

calculation as an example: 

LCF fund Budget for guarantee 

Percentage Who receives % of 

funds?  

Percentage  Who pays % of 

guarantee cost? 

0% of total LCF fund  Applicant  0% of cost of 

guarantee 

Applicant through 

cash contribution  

30% of total LCF fund Partner 1 30% of cost of 

guarantee 

Partner 1 through 

cash contribution 

30% of total LCF fund Partner 2 30% of cost of 

guarantee 

Partner 2 through 

cash contribution 

 

 

mailto:info@lcf.rw
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3.13 Step 13: Contracting 

Objectives: Following the decision to award the fund, the beneficiary will be offered a contract 

based on the LCF standard contract.  All beneficiaries will be required to manage the 

implementation of their project in accordance with the LCF operational manual/procedure, 

which will be included as an annex to the funding contract between the District and the 

Beneficiary. 

 

The contract between the District and the applicant organization, which can be found in annex 

5, shall be negotiated within 5 days after the notification of the final results. The contract shall 

clearly indicate the terms, conditions, rights and obligations of each party. The negotiations 

may also include a revision of the activities and budget schedule. Once the contract and 

annexes are complete and agreed upon by all parties, it can be signed.  

 

Documents: A template for the contract will be available and can be customised as required. 

The contract will include the activity schedule, the budget, the payment schedule and the 

reporting requirements (including templates to be used).  

 

Responsible: The District Executive Secretary signs the contract on behalf of the District, while 

the representative of the applicant company signs the contract on behalf of the partnership. 

The partners sign the contract as witnesses. The contract will be signed in three originals: one 

for the District, one for the applicant and one for LODA. The District Executive Secretary will 

ensure that LODA receives the signed contract. 

3.14 Step 1: LCF Implementation 

First fund disbursement  

Funds will be paid out on a 40% – 40% – 20% basis. After the contract is signed, the applicant 

can request the first fund disbursement of 40%. A next disbursement can be requested after 

100% expenditure of the previous disbursement has been proven.  

 

In case a different distribution of disbursements is required in order to facilitate 

implementation of the project, this shall be clearly stipulated in the contract between District 

and applicant organization. In any case, the first funds transfer cannot be higher than 70% of 

the total grant funding. After the signature of the contract, the first instalment shall be paid to 

the beneficiary within 15 days after fulfilling all required documents and after the official 

entering into force of this contract.  

 

Beneficiaries will receive the first disbursement within one month after providing the LCF 

Secretariat with: 

- a valid bank / insurance guarantee  
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- a filled fund request form for the 1st instalment.  

 

Monitoring and reporting 

Each applicant will have to report to the LCF Secretariat at District level on a quarterly basis. 

Two templates will have to be filled out for reporting, namely a financial reporting template 

and an activity reporting template. The templates to be used are part of the contract. 

 

LODA and a staff member of the BDEU may also conduct site visits to projects when required, 

for example if the quarterly reports or meetings indicate that there are problems with project’s 

progress, or when capacity building is needed. 

 

Next Request for funds 

The second and following fund disbursement dates will be indicated in the contract. In principle, 

the next instalment can be requested along with the quarterly report. The second and further 

disbursements are only possible when: 

1) Quarterly monitoring reports are submitted; 

2) Quarterly monitoring reports are approved by the BDEU Director; 

3) Supporting documents (invoices, etc.) are verified by District  

4) Required documentation is submitted to the District LCF Secretariat, namely the 

following documents:  

a) Request form for the instalment or approved quarterly report  

b) Bank statements from the project account for the previous period 

d) Most recent interim report according to the template 

5) Only in case of 100% spending of the previous disbursement, the beneficiary can 

request for the next disbursement. 

3.15 Step 15: Project closure 

Final report 

Once the project has spent 100% of the funds, a project end report should be submitted to 

the District LCF Secretariat. A template for a project end report is annexed to the M&E 

manual of LCF (M&E manual, annex 9)  

Final audit 

Some projects will undergo a financial audit after project completion. A sample will be 

determined. The final audit can be performed by the Auditor General or GIZ.  GIZ will also 

conduct annual audits and may audit companies before the end of the project. 

4 LCF MANAGEMENT: reporting, monitoring and evaluation 

Please see the LCF M&E Manual for all information related to reporting, monitoring and 

evaluation. 
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5 LCF MANAGEMENT: procurement 

The aim of this section is to provide clear guidance on the procurement of goods and services 

using LCF funds. This guidance applies to the procurement activities undertaken by both the 

LCF Management and by beneficiary companies with funding from LCF.   

5.1 Procurement procedures 

This section is based on best practices in other funds in operation in Rwanda. It has been 

prepared in accordance with the Government of Rwanda’s (GoR) national procurement law.  

This guidance will be used to ensure standardization and compliance with national 

procurement procedures. The guiding principles to be followed in procurement of goods and 

services are as follows: 

 

1. Maximizing Economy, Efficiency and Effectiveness in procurement: This means 

acquiring of goods, works or consulting services of required specifications/quality for 

the intended purpose in a required time frame at the most economical price. 

2. Ensuring Fairness: providing fair and equitable treatment to all prospective suppliers/ 

bidders. 

3. Using Competition among supplies, contractors or consultants for acquisition of 

goods/works or services to be procured, so that efficiency can be rewarded and 

procurement can be made at the most economical price. This means requiring at least 

three proposals per new product or service to be procured. 

4. Achieving Transparency in the procedures relating to procurement.  

5.2 Procurement arrangements 

Procurement operations under LCF shall be governed by the Government of Rwanda Public 

Procurement Law and Regulations. Currently, the Procurement legal and regulatory framework 

is governed by the following: 

 

 Law N°05/2013 of 13/02/2013 modifying and completing the Law n°12/2007 of 

27/03/2007 on Public Procurement; 

 Law No 12/2007 of 27/03/2007 on Public Procurement; 

 Ministerial order N0 001/1/TC of 19/02/201 establishing regulations on public 

procurement, standard bidding documents and standard contracts; 

 Ministerial Order establishing regulations on public procurement and standard 

bidding documents (No 001/08/10 Min of 15 Jan 2008); 

 Law N° 63/2007 of 30/12/2007 establishing and determining the organisation, 

functioning and responsibilities of Rwanda Public Procurement Authority; 

http://www.rppa.gov.rw/en/docs/Establishimg_RPPA.pdf
http://www.rppa.gov.rw/en/docs/Establishimg_RPPA.pdf
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 Administrative Instructions issued by the Rwanda Public Procurement Authority 

from time to time. 

5.3 Procurement procedures to be applied by beneficiary companies 

5.3.1 Procurement Plan 

The beneficiary company shall produce an annual procurement plan capturing all tenders to be 

awarded in the financial year. The procurement plan shall be prepared in accordance with the 

approved action plan and budget.  The procurement plan shall contain the following elements: 

identification of needs (Title of tenders) of goods and/or services; Related activity in the activity 

plan; Estimated Budget; Source of funds; date when goods and services are needed; Date of 

starting the process; Contract signing date; Contract Starting date, Contract closure date. 

 

A template of a procurement plan is provided under Annex 11. 

5.3.2 Evaluation Committee 

The beneficiary company shall put in place an Evaluation Committee comprising of at least one 

member of each company part of the partnership.  The Evaluation Committee shall be 

responsible for: 

 Gathering pro-forma invoices  

 Evaluation of pro-forma invoices  

 Decide on the best offer (given price and quality)  

 

The resolutions of the Evaluation Committee shall be valid only when at least (70%) of the 

members of the committee are present.  

5.3.3 Procurement method to be used 

For each good or service to be procured, the companies should use the principle of 

competition and request at least 3 pro-forma invoices of 3 different suppliers. 

5.3.4 Procurement procedures  

 

Once the procurement plan and the evaluation committee are established, the actual 

procurement should be organized as follows by the LCF beneficiary companies:  

 

1. Specifications document for goods/services to be procured 

A document should be established by the beneficiary company; on the requirements of the 

goods/services they want to buy in order to provide full clarity to the potential suppliers  
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At least following information should be available in this tender document: 

- Detailed information on technical requirements  
- Training specifications 
- Expected delivery date 

 

2. Request for pro-forma invoices  

In order to ensure fair competition between different suppliers, at least 3 suppliers (if that 

many are available) should be asked for pro-forma invoices of the good/service needed based 

on the tender document described above.   

The pro-forma invoices should contain following information:  

 Detailed information on the good / service that is offered + whether training on 

maintenance and use is offered?  

 Delivery date (and end date when it’s a service)  

 Price  
 

3. Evaluation of pro-forma invoices  

- The evaluation committee should review all proposals received from the suppliers and 
compare them with the specifications document. An evaluation should be made on the 
basis of the quality offered and the prices asked.  

- In case only 1 pro-forma invoice has been obtained, and the pro-forma does not meet 
the requirements of the tender documents, new suppliers should be found.  

- After evaluating all proposals received, the evaluation committee should decide on the 
best proposal. When deciding, at least 70% of the members of the evaluation 
committee should be present at the meeting. The decision should also be noted and 
signed by all attending committee members.  

- The winner with the best proposal should receive a letter stating that s/he has won the 
bid on the basis of his proposal made. This letter will be the basis for the contract 
negotiations.  

5.3.5 Contracting 

The beneficiary company shall enter into contract negotiation with the successful bidder on the 

terms, deliverables, prices and payments modalities of the contract. The team that will be 

involved in the contract negotiation shall be composed of three people. The team shall prepare 

minutes of the negotiation that will have to be signed by both parties.  

After negotiation, the successful bidder and the beneficiary company shall enter into a written 

procurement contract based on the bidding document. No contract shall be formed between 

the successful bidder and organization until the written procurement contract is signed. 

The contract should state following items: 

- Detailed information on the good / service that is offered  
- When acquiring a machine for which training of staff is needed and foreseen in the 

activity schedule: please also request the supplier to include information on the training  
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- Delivery date (and end date when it’s a service)  
- Price  
- Payment modalities of the contract  
- Deliverables 

5.3.6 Payment for procured goods or services 

Payment will be made directly by the   beneficiary company. Payment terms shall be in 

accordance with the Rwanda Financial Regulations and international commercial practices, 

applicable to the specific goods and works, as follows: 

 Contracts for supply of goods shall provide for full payment on the delivery; 

 Contracts for works shall provide, in appropriate cases, for mobilization advances, 

advances on contractor’s equipment and materials, regular progress payments, and 

reasonable retention amounts to be released upon compliance with the Contractor’s 

obligations under contract; 

 Any advance payment for mobilization and similar expenses, made upon signature of a 

contract for goods or works, shall be related to the estimated amount of these expenses 

and be specified in the bidding documents.  

 

6 LCF MANAGEMENT: financial management 

6.1 Implementation of the financial management system 

The financial management system of LCF will minimize fiduciary risks by specifying standard 

procedures and controls to be complied with in budgeting, disbursement and accounting of 

funds.  The system has to ensure that the reporting procedures are harmonized and are based 

on Government of Rwanda (GoR) procedures to the fullest extent possible.  

 

The LCF Secretariat will ensure that the procedures and controls stipulated in this manual and 

the MEIS manual are complied with.  

 

Important to note is that the LCF budget should be included in the LODA and respective 

District budgets, to ensure that LCF budgets have an IFMIS number. 

 

The financial management system will be executed in two ways: 

 

 Build the capacity of the users of the system, namely LCF Secretariat at LODA and 

District level as well as financial staff of LODA and District. 

 Conducting financial management assessment of fund beneficiaries 

 Conducting training sessions  

 Conducting coaching if required 

 Provide technical support and guidelines on the system if required 
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 Conduct financial controls/spot checks. 

 Field visit to the organizations that have received funds from LCF; this 

will be done in order to ensure that financial transactions are complying 

with public finances and procurement laws 

 Organizing debriefing meetings on quarterly basis with finance managers 

of the beneficiary organizations, to discuss the challenges faced during 

the implementation of the financial management and procurement 

system as well as the findings of the financial control, and   establish the 

way forward 

 Ensure beneficiary organizations submit financial reports on quarterly 

basis  

6.2 Financial Management and internal control principles 

6.2.1 Internal control principles 

The system of internal control consists of a set of comprehensive and sufficiently detailed 

policies, financial management and accounting procedures and checks designed and 

implemented to provide management with a reasonable assurance that the organization can 

achieve its objectives and goals.  

 

If properly operated, a system of internal control will minimize losses and assist the detection 

of errors and omissions in the accounting records. It will also help to safeguard funds and assets, 

and ensure that resources are used efficiently and effectively. There are several different 

categories of internal control, such as delegation of authority, segregation of duties, 

reconciliations, cash control and physical control. 

 

One of the most important controls in a finance department is segregation of duties.  Essentially 

this involves ensuring that different staffs have responsibility for different accounting and 

financial duties, and no single task is executed from the beginning to its conclusion by any single 

person. By segregating various responsibilities, this acts as a self-control mechanism as well as 

reducing the possibility of fraud and errors. 

6.2.2 Respective Mandates 

The payments of expenditure under LCF funds will basically be approved by the competent 

authority as follows: 

Level  Authority  

LODA Director General who is the Chief Budget Manager 

District  Executive Secretary who is the Chief Budget Manager  

Table 17: Mandates payments 
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6.2.3 Accounting System 

The accounting framework is governed by the following laws and regulations. 

 Organic law No. 65/2008 of 11 September 2008 modifying and completing the 

organic law on state finances and property (No. 37/ 2006 of 12 September 2006). 

 Ministerial order relating to financial regulations No001/16/10/TC of 

26/01/2016 

 Manual of Government Policies and Procedures: Financial Management & 

Accounting Vol. 1-. 

6.3 Financial management procedures to be applied by beneficiaries 

This section gives an overview of the procedures of the financial management and accounting 

procedures, and focuses on the internal financial management controls that will be followed 

by the beneficiaries during the implementation of the LCF projects. The beneficiary of LCF will 

adhere to the Government of Rwanda Financial Management rules and regulations.  

 

Each applicant company shall sign a contact with the District. This contract will mention fund 

disbursement conditions, reporting requirements, dates of fund pay out, activity schedule and 

budget. 

6.3.1 Guarantee  

A commercial bank or insurance guarantee should be provided by the project partners to the 

District. This guarantee should be for the 1st instalment (or other amount as agreed with 

District) and should be available before the contract is signed. The fees to obtain the guarantee 

should be paid by the project partners. 

 

The costs linked to the guarantee should be part of the budget schedule of LCF (more details 

on this budget schedule later)  

Premium: to be paid cash with own-funding of ALL beneficiaries combined (per project you 

need to decide which part of the guarantee should be paid by which partner. Use following 

calculation as a general guideline. 

LCF fund Budget for guarantee 

Percentage Who receives % of 

funds?  

Percentage  Who pays % of 

guarantee cost? 

0% of total LCF fund  Applicant  0% of cost of 

guarantee 

Applicant through 

cash contribution  
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30% of total LCF fund Partner 1 30% of cost of 

guarantee 

Partner 1 through 

cash contribution 

30% of total LCF fund Partner 2 30% of cost of 

guarantee 

Partner 2 through 

cash contribution 

 

Collateral: amount which will be given back to the project when there is no misuse of funds. 

This can be invested in the project as soon as it is received back from the insurance company.  

6.3.2 Fund Disbursement 

The amounts and estimated dates of disbursement of the grant funds shall be agreed upon by 

the beneficiary and the LCF Secretariat during contract negotiations. Funds are normally paid 

out on a 40%-40%-20% basis, (or as advised by the funder) however there can be deviation 

from this arrangement depending on the nature of the project which will be approved by the 

investment committee and specified in the contract. In any case, the first distribution cannot 

be higher than 70% of the total grant funding. In case of a 100% spending of the previous 

disbursement before the date of the next instalment, the beneficiary can request for a next 

installment upon proof of efficiently using of 100% of previous installment. 

 

The fund disbursement can only be paid on a joint bank account under the applicant name with 

LCF initials, which has been created solely for the purpose of LCF. The partners should have all 

rights and access to the bank account, which should be certified by the bank.  

 

The applicant company submits the required documentation for an instalment to the BDEU 

Director. The following documents should be submitted: 

 

First Instalment: 

i) Signed contract (which includes activity schedule and budget) 

ii) Proof that a bank account has been opened for the project to be funded by LCF 

iii) Certificate from bank proving that this is a joint bank account for all partners  

iv) Proof of guarantee 

 

Second and third instalment requests shall be paid on the dates as agreed upon in the budget 

schedule and stated in section 3.3.3 of this contract. In case of a 100% spending of the previous 

disbursement, the beneficiary can request for an earlier payment. This request will be 

accompanied by the following documents: 

 

i) Formal request for the instalment (see annex 6) in case the request does not fall 

together with the submission of the quarterly report.  

ii) Bank statement 
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Note that the beneficiary should have submitted quarterly reports when required, to be able 

to receive a next instalment; if no quarterly reports are received, no further payments can be 

made. When a next payment is expected, the beneficiary should indicate this in its quarterly 

report. In case the request falls together with the submission of the quarterly report, the 

request on further fund disbursement on the report shall count as request for next installment. 

The submitted quarterly reports have to be approved by the BDEU Director. In addition, the 

District will perform site visits to check the supporting documents of all payments (invoices, 

purchase orders, etc.) on a quarterly basis. 

 

The applicant company submits the required documentation for an instalment to BDEU unit. 

The BDEU unit will verify the documentation submitted, as well as the checklist of the latest 

submitted quarterly report. If the quarterly report was approved, and all documentation is 

received in good order, the next instalment can be paid. The BDEU Director will communicate 

with the LCF Manager and the Executive Secretary of the District to make a request for 

instalment with LODA. Once LODA has transferred the funds to the District, the District will pay 

the applicant company. 

6.3.3 Financial reporting 

The successful companies shall prepare an annual work plan and budget, as well as quarterly 

financial reports that will be submitted to the District LCF Secretariat. The LCF M&E Manual 

contains detailed information about this reporting. 

6.3.4 Audit 

Projects will be audited on a sample basis as part of the annual audit of the Auditor-General as 

well as the annual GIZ audit. 

6.3.5 Unspent funds 

Any unspent funds by the beneficiaries at the end of the project should be returned to the 

District bank account and the District will return all unspent funds to LODA. This is stipulated in 

the contract agreement that will be signed between the District and the beneficiary 

organization.  

6.3.6 Funds management principles 

The financial management system will be maintained, including records and accounts, and 

financial statements covering all funds utilized will be prepared, in accordance with consistently 

applied accounting standards, adequate to reflect the operations, resources and expenditure 

related to LCF.  
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Expenditure procedures and processes  

Expenditure comprises funds disbursed to pay works, goods and services, consultancy fees, 

salaries and wages and any other expenditure that is directly linked to the implementation of 

the project. These are recognized in the books when the payment is made. Accruals will be 

made at the end of the Government of Rwanda Fiscal Year for any bona fide unpaid amounts 

at that time.  

 

Foreign currencies transactions will be managed in line with the overall Government of Rwanda 

policies. LCF accounting records will be maintained in Rwandan Francs, and held at BNR from 

which financial transactions will be made.  

 

Expenditure incurred but not paid for, will be treated as a commitment to pay (encumbrance).  

Other LCF-related commitments, such as purchase orders, will also be monitored.  All 

commitments will be reported under appropriate categories for budgetary control purposes. 

 

The expenditure process is as follows: 

• Prepare a request for payment  

• Check request for payment with supporting documents  

• Check whether the required budget is available 

• Sign request for payment to authorize the payment   

• Prepare cheques and submit to the signatories 

• Cheques are signed by signatories 

 

a) Every payment must be supported by a request for payment duly authorized, and other 

appropriate supporting documents such as purchase orders, contracts, invoices, delivery notes 

and memos etc.; 

 

b) All approved requests of payment shall be paid immediately without any delay, by cash, bank 

transfer or cheque as appropriate; 

 

c) For reimbursement of a payment done by the applicant company, evidence that expenditure 

was incurred must be attached. The best evidence is a receipt. In the absence of a receipt, a 

reasonable explanation shall be given. Receipts shall be counter checked with the issuer for 

authenticity; 

 

d) Payments are made in adherence to the agreed budget lines. In the event adjustments need 

to be made between budget lines, the following conditions apply: 

 Changes between budget lines can be made within each activity as long as the 

overall objective of the activity remains the same. These changes can be made 

without seeking approval of the District LCF Secretariat; 
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 Changes between budget lines across activities need to be approved by the 

District LCF Secretariat. Requested changes can be indicated in the quarterly 

report; changes can only be affected once approved by the District LCF 

Secretariat and confirmed in writing; 

 A request for changes between budget lines can only be done when a quarterly 

report is submitted;  

 The reallocations have to be done in order to promote the efficiency and cost 

efficiency of LCF operationalization; the overall objective of the project cannot 

change. 

 

e) Total prepayment for any goods or services before obtaining delivery is strictly prohibited, 

advance payment can be made but not above 50% of value of goods or services 

 

Assets management 

Expenditure relating to assets will be treated as expenditure when assets are purchased in 

accordance with the budget schedule. 

 

A cheque register is maintained where all signed cheques are recorded. The register records 

the name of the payee, the amount, the cheque number, the name and signature of the person 

collecting the cheque, and the date of collection. 

 

Cash book 

A cash book will be maintained in order to record all receipts of funds. The cash book will also 

record all types of payments in sequence per cheque number. 

 

Petty cash book  

A petty cash book will be maintained to record all cash payments made from the project’s LCF 

account.   

 

Monthly Bank reconciliation statements 

Bank reconciliation entails matching the entries in the cashbook with the corresponding entries 

in the associated statement of account (bank statement) issued by the banker.  

 

It is recommended that the bank accounts be reconciled on a monthly basis. The purpose of 

reconciling the two records is to: 

 

i. Identify the transactions processed by the banker without prior recording in the 

cashbook. Upon identification, those transactions should be brought to the immediate 

attention of the District and beneficiary finance department for appropriate action 

before porting into the cashbook. 
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ii. Identify transactions entered into the District and beneficiary’s cashbook, which the 

bank has not yet processed. Those include: 

a) Outstanding payment orders (PO) or cheques issued to third parties. 

b) Cash/cheques deposited with the banker but not yet posted to the 

bank account. These will mainly comprise of deposits towards the 

end of the working day, and any delays beyond one day should be 

investigated. 

iii. Identify any posting errors in the cashbook/bank statement. Such errors should be 

investigated and immediately rectified. 

iv. To prevent the possibility of issuing cheques without sufficient cash cover. 

6.4 Financial Management procedures to be applied by LODA and Districts 

6.4.1 Revenue policies and procedures 

The funds related to the implementation of Local Competitiveness Facility (LCF) are divided 

among the selected LCF Districts according to the need of selected projects and a Memorandum 

of Understanding (MoU) between LODA and each of the selected LCF District was signed. This 

MoU is reviewed and re-signed on an annual basis. The procedures outlined in the LCF 

Operational Manual and the LCF M&E Manual will apply.  

6.4.2 First fund disbursement 

LODA shall transfer to the respective District in different instalments the amount of money 

equivalent to the number of the projects to be funded. An official request will be sent by the 

District, signed by respective District authorities in this regard. The District will transfer LCF 

funds to the applicant company once funds have been received from LODA. 

6.4.3 Next fund disbursement 

The BDEU unit will verify the appropriate documentation submitted by the LCF beneficiaries 

and will verify supporting documents of all expenses made in a project. If the report is approved 

and if the document check was satisfactory, the BDEU Director will communicate with the LCF 

Manager and the Executive Secretary of the District to make a request for instalment with 

LODA. Once LODA has transferred the funds to the District, the District will pay the applicant 

company. 

6.4.4 Financial reporting 

The District LCF Secretariat will collect financial reports on a quarterly basis from the 

implementing partners, in order to monitor the budget execution rate and ensure value for 

money. Please see the LCF M&E manual for the monitoring and reporting procedures. 
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6.4.5 Funds management principles 

Districts will maintain a financial management system, including records and accounts, and 

prepare financial statements covering all funds utilized, in accordance with consistently applied 

accounting standards specified in this chapter, adequate to reflect the operations, resources 

and expenditure related to LCF. 

 

Funds management principles followed by Districts must be according to the Public Financial 

Management rules of Rwanda. 

6.5 Auditing arrangements 

Appropriate controls, including a full audit trail, will be put in place to ensure accountability for 

the funds. In accordance with the Government of Rwanda’s regulatory framework, the DAF of 

LODA will ensure that books of account are maintained for the LCF account.  

 

He/she will also be responsible for issuing instructions pertaining to financial management and 

accounting procedures, and will supervise, administer and preserve the integrity of the financial 

and accounting systems used by LCF.  

 

Annual audits will be the responsibility of the Office of the Auditor General (OAG). Audits will 

be done within the existing Annual Audit Report framework of the Auditor General.  If need be 

and agreed upon, GIZ may commission an audit at any time by an independent auditor 

acceptable by ICPAR, should such an audit be requested. 

 

Recommendations from audits have to be followed up by actions, to be specified by District in 

their quarterly reports to LODA and by LODA in their bi-annual reports. 
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7 LCF MANAGEMENT: risk management strategy 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter sets out the conceptual foundations of the Local Competitiveness Facility risk 

management strategy. LCF as a grant facility will encounter certain risks that can be an obstacle 

to the achievement of its objectives. Therefore, potential risks and mitigation strategies to 

respond to these likely risks need to be specified.   

 

Risk management is the process of identifying, analyzing, responding to, monitoring and 

controlling, and reporting risks. This risk management plan describes the approach taken to 

manage risks associated with LCF. This chapter includes a methodical process by which the LCF 

Secretariat manages the various risks during the inception phase of LCF, and the way forward 

in addressing the anticipated occurrences likely to affect LCF success.  

7.2 Risk Analysis  

Risk Analysis (RA) identifies the risks and potential obstacles to achieving the identified 

deliverables of LCF and of its beneficiaries (funded projects). Risks include fiduciary risks as well 

as operational risks. 

 

This sub-chapter outlines the LCF approach to risk management through risk identification, 

recording and monitoring, and provides a risk register through which risks are prioritized by the 

LCF Secretariat. 

 

Risk monitoring will be a continuous process throughout the lifespan of this project, and is 

perceived as a risks approach/response towards risks faced by LCF and its funded 

projects/beneficiaries. 

7.3 Risk Management Approach 

Risk management activities will be performed, recorded, and monitored throughout the 

lifecycle of the project, using the provided templates and practices for recording and prioritizing 

risks by the LCF Secretariat. The most likely and highest impact risks will be added to the project 

schedule, in order to ensure that the assigned LCF Secretariat team and its beneficiaries take 

the necessary steps to implement the mitigation responses at the appropriate time during the 

schedule.  

 

During project team meetings, the members of the partnership will provide status updates on 

the risks in their projects. Upon the completion of the project, during the closing process, the 

LCF Manager will analyze each risk as well as the risk management process itself. Based on this 
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analysis, the LCF Manager will identify any improvements that can be made to the risk 

management process for future projects. These improvements will be captured as part of the 

lessons learned knowledge base. 

7.4 Risk identification 

The first step of risk management is risk identification. 

 

The most likely and greatest impact risks will be recorded in the risk register in order to ensure 

that they are monitored during the time the project is exposed to each risk. The risk register 

will be regularly updated by the LCF Manager. 

 

All identified risks will be evaluated in order to determine how they affect the project. 

7.5 Reporting the risks relevant to LCF implementation 

In project team meetings and meetings of the LCF Secretariat, the risks will be discussed 

depending on the status of each risk. However, only risks that are likely to occur in the current 

time period, will be discussed. High risks projects can trigger spot checks and monitoring field 

visits to assess the problem. 

 

The LCF Manager will report on how risks are monitored, mitigated or transferred to third 

parties, such as insurance agencies, or to more risk takers such as partners with a strong 

financial base.  

7.6 Risk Mitigation 

As risks are identified, the LCF risk register will be updated accordingly, and the team will 

develop mitigation strategies for new risks. These risks are all indicated in the Risk Analysis to 

ensure they are monitored at the appropriate times and are responded to accordingly. 

 

The likely risks will be managed and controlled within the constraints of time frame of the 

project, scope, and cost. The LCF Secretariat and its beneficiaries will determine the best way 

to respond to each risk to ensure compliance. 

7.7 Risks Register  

The Risk Register for LCF is a record of all identified risks, including their probability and impact 

to the project, the category they belong to, mitigation strategy, and timing when the risk might 

occur. This risk register will be developed by the LCF Manager once appointed. 
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Based on the identified risks and timeframes in the risk register, each risk has been 

supplemented with a mitigation measure. At the appropriate time in the plan – prior to when 

the risk is most likely to occur – the LCF Manager will ensure adherence to the agreed upon 

mitigation strategy/response.  

 

The LCF Manager will provide the project team with the status of their assigned risk during 

team meetings for the risk’s planned timeframe.  

 

A template for the risk register can be found in annex 8. 

7.8 Key terms in the Risk Register 

Risk: The risk stated in a complete sentence which states the cause of the risk, the risk, and the 

effect that the risk causes to the project. 

Probability: The likelihood that a risk or opportunity will occur (on a scale from 0 to 10 with 10 

being the highest. 

Impact: The magnitude of the risk on the project if the risk occurs. 

Risk Owner: The person who the project manager assigns to watch for triggers, and manage 

the risk response if the risk occurs 

Risk Response: The action which is to be taken if the risk occurs 

 

The ‘traffic light’ in the risk register reflects the level of magnitude: 

 

 

 High risk  

 

 Medium risk 

 

  Low risk  

 

8 CAPACITY BUILDING as part of LCF 

This chapter describes, on one hand, the offer of capacity building activities (at individual, 

organizational or institutional levels) that will be provided by the LCF team to the applicants at 

two stages of the project cycle, and, on the other hand, the possibility for the applicants to 

submit a specific development skills program as part of their business plan to be funded by the 

LCF. 

8.1 Capacity building and skills development 

Capacity building and skills development can be defined as the process of identifying skills gaps 

H 

 

  M 

 

   L 
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and capacity of acquiring skills, competences through deliberate, systematic, and sustained 

effort to smoothly and adaptively carry out complex activities or job functions involving ideas 

(cognitive skills), things (technical skills), and/or people (interpersonal skills). 

Skills development is essential to address the opportunities and challenges to meet new 

demands of changing local economies and new technologies in the context of local economic 

development. 

 

Skills development can have multiple meanings as it includes a wide ranging of elements. In the 

current context it is understood in broad terms to include:  

 

 Basic education which ensures each individual the development of their potential, 

laying the foundation for employability 

 Initial training which provides core work skills and the underpinning knowledge, 

industry-based and professional competencies that facilitate the transition into the 

world of work 

 Lifelong learning which ensures that individuals’ skills and competencies are maintained 

and improved as work, technology, and skills requirements change 

 

The LCF assessment report findings identify several gaps in that specific area that need to be 

addressed to meet one of the ultimate objectives of LCF. It is necessary to enhance the 

capacities at individual, organizational and institutional levels for the sake of increasing 

business development and entrepreneurship mindset: 

 

 Firstly, the LCF will be operated on a competitive basis to ensure that those projects 

that are consistent with the objectives of LCF and the District are prioritized. This will 

ensure that limited resources are used effectively to support sustainable growth of the 

District. The qualitative project applications that will be submitted will assist in achieving 

this objective. This requires capacities to design and write good proposals. 

 

 Secondly, the LCF assessment report (LODA, 2016) highlights capacity building 

challenges acknowledged by MSMEs such as lack of managerial skills to manage the 

business professionally, no business development mindset, no product innovation. 

Continuous improvement of capacities in management is a factor of success for MSMEs. 

 

Therefore, in the framework of the LCF, capacity building and skills development activities, will 

be implemented either through: 

 

 Mechanisms offered to the applicants, to ensure qualitative design and implementation 

of projects to be funded by LCF, and this will be provided by the LCF technical assistance 

of LODA free of charge, either through a mechanism offered, free of charge; 

 Through services provided by a public or private organization, services that will be 
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costed by the applicants in the project budget. 

 

The two mechanisms will be described in the following paragraphs. 

8.2 Capacity building mechanism offered free of charge by LCF Secretariat 

This type of capacity building activities will be available for all partnership groups, under both 

funding windows as outlined in annex 9. 

8.2.1 Free of charge capacity building offered in two stages 

Stage 1: Application phase 

Firstly, the involved District staff are the target group. They will be trained before the call for 

proposals start on what the application process, selection and evaluation process entails to be 

ready for once the call for proposals is out. They should also understand very well what LCF is 

all about, the selection and eligibility criteria, as they should be able to answer questions from 

applicants on all subjects. 

 

Secondly, interested applicants will be assisted to submit quality proposals. In each District, 

information sessions will be organized to explain and assist interested applicants for LCF. During 

information sessions, a brochure explaining LCF, the application guidelines and application 

documents will be available in hard copy. Besides the information sessions, support will be 

given to potential applicants regarding completion of application documents (if applicant 

experiences difficulties) during desk support sessions on District and sector level. Assistance 

can be provided in terms of advice related to the project idea and proposed partnerships, 

completing application documents and submitting application documents. This assistance will 

be available for both expression of interest stage and full proposal stage. 

 

Stage 2: Implementation phase 

The second stage is to assist project beneficiaries with implementation of the project funded 

by the grant from LCF. 

 

Firstly, District staff will be trained on the contractual agreement, monitoring and evaluation 

and support that they should provide to the beneficiaries.  

 

Secondly, project beneficiaries will be trained on monitoring and evaluation, financial 

management and procurement related to the project and the documents to be completed for 

LCF Secretariat. An information session in this regard will take place, and beneficiaries can ask 

for individual sessions with LCF Secretariat to assist them with completing monitoring 

documents, compiling documents needed for pay-out of next instalment, procurement. This 

training is compulsory for all beneficiaries. 
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In addition, technical training and coaching sessions will be offered related to business 

management, financial management, project management, marketing, partnership 

management and gender mainstreaming. It is normally not compulsory for beneficiaries to 

follow these trainings; beneficiaries will attend only when they need the coaching. 

 

All capacity building for beneficiaries under this mechanism that is free of charge, will be 

conducted by the technical advisors at LODA and GIZ, by LODA staff and by involved District 

staff. For specific trainings, an external consultant might be contracted. 
Figure: LCF Free Capacity building mechanism 

Also after the final fund disbursement, towards the end of the project, capacity building may 

still be offered to companies in view of sustainability. 

8.2.2 LCF Capacity Building Tools 

The basic approach guiding the capacity building activities will be the ‘learning by doing’.  

 

The following tools are proposed during the application phase:  

 Assistance with project elaboration, completing application documents and submitting 

application documents, during the application phase in the form of information sessions 

and desk support sessions at District and Sector level.  

The following tools are proposed during the implementation phase:  

 Trainings in project management, financial management, reporting and marketing will 

be provided to key LCF personnel and beneficiaries at all levels particularly in project 

management. This will be done through a combination of long term and short term 

technical assistance anchored in LODA as well as assistance by GIZ.  

 Technical assistance with completing monitoring reports, procurement, and financial 

management will be offered if necessary, during the implementation phase. 

 Exchange visits will be organized among the beneficiaries during implementation for 

learning purposes through the use of successful business plans and identified best 

practices. Tools, lessons learned, best practices and success stories will be documented 

for future references and to inform the design of future projects.  

8.2.3 Description of the target groups  

The capacity building activities during the LCF implementation will target mainly two categories 

of beneficiaries: 

 

On one side, the District staff under the BDEU unit who will play a central role in overall LCF 

management. They will join the awareness campaign, distribute documentation, support the 

interested applicants to fill the forms, advise the applicants on suitable projects, and monitor 

the implementation including the evaluation of the performance and impact of the projects. In 

that regard, the district team needs to understand very well the procedure and all tools related 
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to the LCF management. The technical team at LODA will provide this training to Districts. 

 

Given the role that will be played by the local private sector, the District team may include one 

or two people from the PSF office for an enhanced support and coordination. Number of people 

to be reached will be calculated based on the number of nominated staff from each district 

times nine selected Districts.  

 

On the other side, the largest category to be supported will be the grant beneficiaries. 

Depending of the needs and type of the intervention, the capacity building will be extended to 

businesses’ owners, their technical and managerial staff or their direct business partners. The 

number of people to be reached will depend on the number of projects to be funded on one 

hand and the type /size and employees of the projects on the other side.  

8.2.4 Overview on the capacity building methodology during the 

implementation of projects 

The intervention is meant to be responsive and limited in scope, meaning that it will address 

only the needs linked to the funded projects. In terms of training on monitoring and reporting, 

financial management and procurement, all applicants have to follow this information and 

training sessions compulsory. 

Therefore, there will be a number of steps before conducting the core activity such as: 

 

 Step 1. Request the interested beneficiaries for free of charge training  

 Step 2. Needs assessment: the LCF Secretariat will assess the needs in each funded 

project.  

 Step 3. Planning of the response activity and its scope together with the beneficiary, 

including distribution of roles between the beneficiary and the technical team of LODA 

and District. Capacity building activities can be focused around general trainings for a 

large group of LCF beneficiaries, as well as focused coaching towards individual 

companies.  

 Step 4. Execution of the activity according to the planning 

 Step5. Monitoring and evaluation of the change in practice resulting from the capacity 

building 

 

In addition, certain beneficiaries may need extra training for example financial management as 

this was identified as poor quality financial reports are submitted to the LCF Secretariat. In this 

case, the technical team of LODA and the District will assess the gaps in skills with the respective 

beneficiary and may make proposals to address them. 

 

In case the problems are common to more than one beneficiary from the same District, efforts 

will be made to combine the trainings in view of efficiency. 
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8.3 Capacity building with LCF grant funding 

If other skills development is required to implement a project, like technical capacity building, 

the applicant can request for this skills development or capacity building as part of the project 

budget.  

 

A certain percentage of the eligible costs will be allocated to that component, and can be 

implemented either by the partner NGO, by a TVET center or by external consultants to be 

outsourced by each implementing partnership. Regarding this component, the role of the 

District and LODA team will remain the quality assurance. 

8.3.1 Involvement of TVET and NGO in the partnership group for capacity 

building purposes 

As the success of the LCF partly depends on the capacity of partnership groups to apply for 

funds and implement a successful project, capacity building is needed as explained in the 

introduction to this chapter. 

 

Hence, the reason for including TVETs is that these centers have been created, from LED 

perspective, to build the skills level of companies. Companies and cooperatives need skilled 

people, which can be delivered by TVET centers. On the other side, TVET centers need to work 

closely with the private sector to know which skills companies need. Hence, possible 

partnerships with TVET centers could add value in terms of skills development in companies, or 

add value to inform TVET centers to build certain curricula of skills. Under that framework, 

some trainings will be offered to project staff by the TVET trainers, and the latter could also 

participate to the trainings offered by external resource professionals, in order to sustain local 

skills received through LCF support. It should be noted that any TVET center, even if not located 

in one of the selected Districts, can be part of a partnership applying for LCF. 

 

The below figure illustrates the importance of education and TVET centers to build the human 

resources capacity of a District. Without the necessary skills, a District’s economy will not reach 

its full potential. 
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Figure 5: District Ltd 

 

Allowing NGOs to join the partnerships has been decided upon as a response to the concerns 

regarding capacity building. As indicated in the introduction of this chapter, the LCF assessment 

has shown that there is a big challenge of capacity not only to develop, but also to manage 

projects, especially by MSMEs. Additionally, a particular window allows informal companies to 

be part of a partnership, even though informal companies cannot sign a legal contract. Hence, 

engaging NGOs is the most suitable mitigation measure that will open the door for informal 

businesses to access the LCF, with close support of NGOs. Indeed, in selected districts, NGOs 

demonstrated good collaboration with district authorities, as well as a sound support to various 

informal businesses engaged in the value chain development. 

Under the LCF framework, NGOs will be engaged as applicant organizations with the key and 

only role of capacity building, while their partners will be the ones to utilize the grant in business 

development. They are entitled to a max of 10% of the grant amount as a fee for the NGO 

covering both management of the project and capacity building support of the project partners.  

8.3.2 Capacity building as part of the project proposal 

Partnership groups that need capacity building, besides the free of charge capacity building 

offered by the LCF Secretariat as described above, can include the costs of capacity building in 

the project proposal.  
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Under all funding windows, the cost of capacity building should not be more than 30% of the 

total project budget. The LCF Secretariat will evaluate during the evaluation of the proposal, 

whether the cost is justified and whether the capacity building is needed.  

 

For eligibility of training expenditures to be financed under LCF, the following guidelines 

should be followed:  

- The cost for the trainings to be part of the budget attached to the LCF contract between 

beneficiary and district 

- Eligible training contents:  

o Technical training which is relevant for the business development of the 

company/cooperative (i.e. technical training on how to use new machines, 

technical training on how to increase quality of products)  

o Management trainings outside of the LCF offer  

- Trainings can only be funded if they are given by a trainer which is NOT PART OF THE 

COMPANY/PARTNER/members and which are not district/sector staff  

- Procurement procedures always apply, also on the selection of an external trainer: (see 

section 5 of this Manual) Any trained paid to deliver a training should be selected based 

on his/her qualifications as demonstrated by a CV 

- Training budget can include:  

o Salary for trainer  

o Material to organize training (flipchart, booklets, printing costs, …)  

o Catering for participants  

o Transport to training venue and/or to sites 

o Cost for training venue  

- In case the partnership wants to fund training, which is given by someone of the 

company, this should be discussed with the BDEU director, in order to assess the 

proposal. In case the BDEU director agrees, following costs can be paid:  

o Material to organize training (flipchart, booklets, printing costs, …)  

o Catering for participants  

o Transport to training venue  

o Cost for training venue  

A staff member, board member or member of the company/cooperative that conducts a 

training for his own company or a partner company CANNOT BE PAID. Also, District/sector 

staff providing the training CANNOT be paid. 

9 COMMUNICATION and AWARENESS PLAN 

Effective communication is critical to the success of the Local Competitive Facility (LCF). The 

communication guidelines outlined in this document are of a two-ways benefit between the 

LCF Secretariat and its intended beneficiaries, and among other stakeholders.  The guidelines 

will offer a variety of communications tools that vary in terms of target audience, as well as 
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required capacity and implementation costs. As the Fund evolves, the strategy will allow for 

flexibility in terms of prioritization of resources and effort, subject to investment levels 

achieved and beneficiary demand. A successful communications guideline starts with fully 

understanding each target audience. 

 

LCF will need to bridge the communication between applicants and grant beneficiaries, for 

effective performance of the facility. This will be facilitated through the LCF communication 

plan guiding the exchanges of information to inform and promote the activities, work and the 

immediate successes of the facility, as well as break the communication barriers among the LCF 

and its stakeholders. Therefore, this communication document focuses on LCF communication 

objectives, channels, rules of visibility, communication activities and products. 

 

LCF will have its own identification marks in the form of a logo and slogan. On all external 

communication, the logo of the Government of Rwanda will also be displayed, as well as those 

of the different donor organizations. 

9.1 Objectives of LCF Communication 

Communication and awareness activities fall under Output 1 of the LCF M&E framework (see 

above) namely “Awareness created and LCF launched in selected districts” and will be 

monitored through indicator ‘Number of events by channels through which LCF information is 

made available (awareness meetings, website, newspapers, launching ceremony)’.   This output 

has the objective of creating awareness of LCF locally and nationally, as well as to share 

information on successful ventures and improve confidence in the facility. 

 

The awareness campaign will include a website for LCF, branding of LCF through a brochure and 

newspapers, and information about LCF on LODA and District websites, as will be stated in the 

next sections.  

 

The LCF communication strategic plan has the following objectives: 

1. To build awareness of the design, brand and identity of LCF; 

2. To undertake direct marketing activities including the development of appropriate 

marketing collateral and advertising; 

3. To develop and implement products to promote effective information dissemination 

and exchange with a variety of internal and external stakeholders, and the public at 

large to support the effective implementation of the LCF; 

4. To manage relations between the LCF Secretariat and the media; 

5. To undertake periodic monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of marketing and 

communication products and activities. 
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9.2 Type of communication 

Below the different types of communication that will be used by LCF are described: 

 

Formal Communication 

This will be planned, complete, accurate, structured, official, prescribed, hierarchical, 

recognizable, orderly, controlled, precise, channeled/directed, deliberate, and traceable, e.g. 

minutes, vouchers, memos, invoices, meetings, etc. Here, content/message, medium and 

recipient/destination are clearly defined.   

 

Informal Communication 

This is casual, unstructured, spontaneous, information e.g. “grape-vine”, rumors and chats.  

 

This section serves a purpose of ensuring that the procedures and obligations of contracting 

under the LCF are understood and communicated to all its stakeholders.  This communication 

should be clear (effective), quick (fast/instant/swift), affordable (accessible), user-friendly 

(convenient), appropriate (Efficient/cost-effective), sustainable, reliable (dependable, 

consistent/trustworthy) and target- oriented (confidential). This will be through a number of 

mechanisms/channels, including workshops, formal communications and individual meetings 

that will require the internal and external communication types, as detailed below.  

 

a) Internal Communications 

 

This will involve exchange of information amongst staff/persons, members or of LCF secretariat 

and selected Districts. The internal communication mechanism and system is especially 

intended for the core stakeholders involved in the management and monitoring of the LCF and 

is closely aligned to more detailed LCF activities. Internal communication activities include staff 

meetings and workshops, circulation of reports notes and minutes, among others.  

 

b) External Communications 

 

Exchange of information between the LCF secretariat and outsiders.  This focuses on the use of 

different mediums to reach different target groups. LCF secretariat will use the media, most 

especially in the Districts to play a direct role in assisting in realizing the LCF communication 

objectives. 

 

c) External communication activities 

 

The LCF will prepare various products and use various mediums to reach the different target 

groups of the facility. A key element of this communication strategy will be the use of the media 

in the selected Districts to play a direct role in realizing the LCF communication objectives.  
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For instance, the use of television stations, radios, video productions, production of quarterly 

newsletters, production of monthly project and LCF information sheets and updates, creative 

use of local/District newsletters to communicate information and successes of the LCF, email 

distribution of information, press releases, media tours to LCF financed projects, informal 

networking with journalists; opinion pieces and guest articles; Targeting and creative use of the 

print media (magazines and newspapers) to communicate information and successes of the 

LCF. 

 

The LCF secretariat will as well use new media and ICT such as SMS, radio spots, including LCF 

exposure on relevant radio stations, including Kinyarwanda language radio stations. This will 

focus around the LCF launch, calls for proposals and eligibility criteria among others.  

 

d) Media Relations and Liaison 

 

A coherent and clear media relation is important for the successful launch and ongoing 

positioning of LCF in the mass media locally and nationally. Whilst media liaison is an important 

part of the external communication strategy, it requires careful management to ensure that 

the correct messages are conveyed and that press statements are released from a central point 

(secretariat).  

 

The core objectives of media relations and liaison include: Creating and leveraging the LCF 

brand within the media; Setting up internal systems and procedures for governing media 

relations; Building mutually beneficial and long-term relationship between support LCF and its 

diverse media audiences; Encouraging healthy dialogue between the LCF and the media; 

Positioning the LCF secretariat as an important and reliable source of information on LCF in the 

learning areas. 

 

e) Website 

 

The website will act both as a functioning promotional tool for the grant fund process, and a 

delivery mechanism for application packs. LCF will have its own WEB presence and it will need 

to be updated in accordance to the emerging demands. A direct link between the website and 

that of LODA is important, as this will comply with LODA visibility guidelines.  

The website will have a link to other essential websites such as the District websites as well as 

other interested parties. With this in mind the site will be intuitive and simple to use, populated 

with relevant content. Downloads such as the application pack and application form and 

manual will be available. In order for the site to be readily accessible for all users, graphic 

content will be kept to a minimum to ensure a fast rate of access and publicity material will as 

well be developed.  

 

The site design will be done by a consultant and will be agreed by all parties before 
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development takes place. The actual development of the site will be completed by a service 

provider who will be procured and awarded the contract for the design and building of the 

website through a competitive tender procedure. 

 

The website will be used by the applicant organizations to apply for the LCF fund. In the event 

that online completion of application documents is not feasible (e.g. applicant is not computer 

literate, or insufficient internet access), the application documents can be completed manually 

and uploaded in PDF version on the website (with assistance of BDEU or Area Manager if 

necessary). 

9.3 Feedback Mechanisms 

LCF secretariat will encourage its LCF beneficiaries to give their feedback through the 

complaints/feedback mechanisms that are accessible, approachable and open to all. It goes 

without saying that LCF secretariat will take these complaints seriously and adopts prompt and 

proper action in a timely manner. Ideally, a time frame for dealing with these grievances and 

redresses will be set and communicated. Channels through which beneficiaries can log 

grievances will be established and communicated. 

 

Additionally, all information relating to the monitoring of the LCF will be communicated to 

stakeholders through the formal reporting mechanisms of the LCF reports and steering 

committee meetings and will also be disseminated through communications in the form of 

popular booklets, ad hoc reports, and stakeholder events. Monitoring information will be 

communicated to the beneficiaries of the LCF and will be used to adjust and improve the 

implementation of LCF secretariat actions. More information on this can be found this manual. 

9.4 LCF awareness campaign 

Intensive and effective awareness campaign requires conducting activities with high impact, 

working in partnership with National and District LED stakeholders who have developed 

business community administrative structures that make communication with business 

community members easier, and use of effective communication channels. 

 

Existing SME clusters in the selected LCF Districts will be contacted and informed during the LCF 

awareness campaign, refugees, youth organizations will be specifically targeted during 

awareness campaign to encourage youth to apply from LCF. 

 

A number of activities will be undertaken as follows: 

 

 Design and production of LCF information and marketing collateral 

 Media campaigns (including talk radio, talk shows and press releases) aimed at print, 
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electronic and online media 

  LCF awareness and training workshops with District and potential beneficiaries in the private 

sector. 

 

The below are the requirements for the effective awareness campaign: 

 

 Human capacity: the campaign requires exercise coordinators, mobilisers and 

communication teams to ensure information dissemination is disseminated timely 

and adequately 

 Financial capacity: the success of mobilization and awareness campaign will depend 

on availability of the budget for production of messages and airing those messages 

across media houses 

 Logistically: the campaign mobilisers will need transport, production of sensitization 

materials and stationery and communication, which need sufficient budget 

 

An awareness campaign on LCF needs to take place before each call for proposals so that 

potential beneficiaries are ready to apply once the call for proposals is launched. 
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1 Annex 12: LCF free capacity building mechanism – indicative plan 

STAGES 

Mandatory/ 

Optional 

Activity Target group  

(8 Districts) 

Responsible Duration Timeline 

(tentative) 

Ceiling 

STAGE 1: 

AWARENESS and 

APPLICATION 

Activity 1.1 Training of BDEU staff, District PSF staff member and 

one stop center staff, sector staff (to be discussed with 

Districts who should be involved) 

District staff to be trained on LCF application process, 

M&E, LCF MEIS and certain capacity building modules. 

One training per 

District for relevant 

staff 

LODA Technical 

Team 

2 days Nov -20 One training 

per District 

Activity 1.2 Provide advisory services at District-based help desk to 

assist applicants in filling in the application forms (in 

different locations in the District) and provide advice to 

applicants (like reviewing expressions of interest, 

discussing ideas) 

All interested 

partnerships 

LODA Technical 

Team 

1 month 

after launch 

Nov-20 Ten days per 

District  

Activity 1.3 Information session for interested companies /NGOs on 

LCF, application process, conceptualization of projects 

that meet criteria, expressions of interest and 

partnership management 

All interested 

partnerships 

LODA and 

Districts team 

1 day per 

District 

 1 training 

per District 

Activity 1. Assist applicant companies with submitting 

documentation online (desk support) 

All applicants BDEU + LCF 

secreariat 

2 days in 

each District 

 2 days in 

each District 

Activity 1.5 Assist applicant companies with project elaboration 

(full project proposals), completing all required 

documents 

All applicants for full 

project proposals 

BDEU + LCF 

secretariat 

as required  max 1 day 

per 

applicant 
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Activity 1.6 Review draft project proposals and give advice to 

applicants 

On request from 

applicants 

BDEU + LCF 

secretariat 

1 month Nov. 20 max 1 day 

per 

applicant 

Activity 1.7 Source and pay for consultants for business plans and 

feasibility studies if required (to be determined by LCF 

secretariat) 

All applicants LCF secretariat) as required Nov. 20 max 3% of 

project 

value 

Activity 1.8 Co-supervise the external consultants for FS and 

business plans 

all applicants LCF secretariat) as required From 

November 20 

as required 

Activity 1.9  Visit to proposed project sites as part of due diligence 

process 

All applicants LODA +District as required Nov- Dec 20 as required 

STAGE 2: PROJECT 

IMPLEMETATION 

Activity 2.1 Develop training materials (project management, 

reporting, marketing, procurement, financial) 

Tools adapted to the 

categories of 

grantees/types of 

project 

LODA 1 month Oct to Dec 

2020; Jan to 

March 2021 

 training 

modules as 

specified 

Activity 2.2 Organize training for key project management staff of 

funded projects (modules: project management, 

reporting, financial, marketing, procurement)  

3 staff per grantee LODA team with 

External 

Consultants 

5 days Apr-21  2 trainings 

on each 

topic per 

District 

Activity 2.3 Provide coaching sessions on grantees' projects (on 

management, reporting, financial, marketing, 

procurement) 

all grantees' projects BDEU 2 d/ project/ 

month for 

duration of 

the project 

March 2020-

Feb 2021 

max 2 d/ 

project/ 

month for 

duration of 

the project 

Activity 2. Provide training on registration of businesses if 

required 

as required BDEU  1d per 

project 

as required max 1 day 

per project 
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Activity 2.5 Assist companies with submission of monitoring reports 

if required 

as required BDEU quarterly  as required As required 

Activity 2.6 Follow-up project implementation where there is 

identified a risk 

As required  As required As required As required 

Activity 2.7 Facilitate evaluation sessions per ended project with 

project beneficiaries, identify lessons learned, 

challenges etc. 

all grantees' projects BDEU 3 days at the 

end of 

project 

period 

at the end of 

project 

implementation 

periods 

3 days at the 

end of 

project 

period 

Activity 2.8 Develop case studies regarding lessons learned (short 

paper) 

2 selected projects 

per selected District 

BDEU 1 week per 

District 

Oct 17 and Jan 

18 

2 projects 

per District 
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Annex 13: DUE DILIGENCE - Steps for conducting successful due 

diligence 

Desk review 

The following items, to the extent available, must be collected from the successful applicants 

and other partners for desk review (at the premises of the applicant company): 

 Registration document of applicant company and partners; proof of registration of 

operation in LCF selected District of all partners 

 Organizational chart of all partners with supporting documentation as to the delegation 

of authority  

 Signed partnership agreement notified by District notary 

 Details of bank account of applicant company, names of bankers 

 One or more annual financial statements (income and expenditure report and 

statement of financial position) from applicant partner 

 Audit report of the most current audit from applicant partner 

 Written policies or manuals:  

o Procurement  

o Financial management (accounting and internal controls)  

o Personnel data (especially those planned to work on the project)  

 List of funding sources and names of other development partners received funding 

from in the past three years (for all partners) 

 Any reports from previous projects implemented with grants  

 Bookkeeping system of applicant partner (hard copy or electronically) 

 Proof of own-funding requirement (cash or in-kind); if in-kind: supporting documents 

of value of in-kind contribution 

 

The applicant and partners will be informed a week in advance of the visit of the due diligence 

team so that they can prepare to have the documents at hand when the visit takes place. 

Assessment tool 

An excel spreadsheet will be used to collect the information and calculates average score for 

the nine criteria and the average scores for each of the categories: 

1.  Legal and governance 

2. Financial management 

3. Procurement and audit 

. Human resources 

5.Project performance  

6. Organisational capacity/sustainability 
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7. Commercial viability 

8. own contribution 

9. Overall readiness 

 

The assessment tool helps the LCF due diligence team to assess the strengths and weaknesses 

of a potential fund beneficiary and identify any potential financial risk that may have the impact 

on the implementation of the project. The scores have to be argued and explained.  

 

The assessment tool will be available on MEIS where it is completed for each project undergoing 

due diligence. 

 

Scale of assessment 

Each category is scored as follows: 

 

 Totally inadequate/very weak: Scoring 0.0-1.0 

 Inadequate/weak: Scoring 1.1- 2.5 

 Adequate: Scoring 2.51 – 3.5 

 Strong: Scoring 3.51 – .5 

 Very strong: Scoring 5.0 

The total score a project can obtain in due diligence is 0. A project needs to receive at least 26 

out of 0 points to be satisfactory. Also, category 1, 6, 7 and 8 need to be adequate or more. If 

one of these categories is weak or very weak, the due diligence of the project will be 

unsatisfactory.
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2 Annex 14: Procurement plan  

GOODS / 

SERVICE 

RELATED 

ACTIVITY 

ESTIMATED 

BUDGET 

SOURCE OF 

FUNDS 

DATE WHEN 

GOODS AND 

SERVICES ARE 

NEEDED 

DATE WHEN 

PROCUREMENT 

PROCESS HAS TO 

START 

Contract 

signing date  

Contract 

starting date  

Contract 

ending 

date  

Eg. Bottles 

 

Botteling banana 

beer 
RWF 800.000 LCF funding 01/08/2021 15/06/2021 

   

 

 

     

   

 

 

     

   

 

 

     

   

 

 

     

   

 

 

     

   

 


